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ABSTRACT 
ReC'p.::1tly, the Navy ir.stltuted a new model (Known as .5 
F::"SIP Plus', for- deLermlning tree allowo\::1ce '1uan'':'t 1 "'5 f')r-
sr.lr.;boo\:::-:J spar", r::arts lnventoTles; and as 0\ result, is no,;·,' III 
t1:e :rrocess of r-e-s~ockir.g sh':'ps' storE'!r-ooms ·ls':'r.q the ::1ew 
lnventory aL'.o'I1o.nee lis: Tl:e Ncl ... r~/ has ",s,':'mated U:e arroun, 
of sav:..n;s f:::-om thls clllOddnce c1:"inge by developlng a cost 
savings rrodel. Th;s thesis :..nvolves eValJatlor. 01 th", 
savlngs mode::'. It eVi:llt.:a~_es Lhe reecpplicatlo:l savings 
estlm'3.tes plojected by t.he cost savings !'lodel by fOC.1S:":l] on 
the experience of one ShlP dc.ri::1g ':'t:s convers:..or. to Lhe 
He',; spare par-ts quanLltles. USlng dOlta developed by 
Sh:..ps Parts Contlol Center, a thorough olTIalys-. s c.nd 
savlngs model presell~ec . 
lJSlr.g tr.e data gener-a:.ed the .:.ntegr-at::ed Loqls~~ics OVE;'r-hauJ 
tearr dur-lng the ShlP'S overhaul, a methodolog-y fer corr.par':'ng 
cc::r,pone:1ts of thp mcne:"'s proJected reapplication savi::1gs <.0 
dctJal r-eappllca:::lcn SaVlTIgs lS developed Potent ial 
expl0.natlons and just:::'':lcatlons fer devla"'::lons between actua:" 
ar::d p::-c ;ected res1...lts are provlced. ';'he resu::'ts sl-_ouL:l 
an appro0.ch for i:nprevlng the of cost S3 '-,-ngs 
projectlcns of futc.-:-e InvenLor./ model conversions. 
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The Preslde::1t Blue ~{lbbon ~OITJ.ls!oicn on Dpfense 
1'1anagpment, ccm.'llouly kno·,vr. the P0:::r;:arj Cormr.::,s::;lon, made 
several re::oncn2nclatlons ir. d 1986 r"Opor- for ImprOV1:l] 
or;JanlZ&tlon and oanagerleYlt cf the DepartIT_ent of Defens,' 
(oem) 
.ce:ense 
c.evelOpl:1'C that ''''ould fuL.:,.' l:nple:ne:1t all of cr.'';' 
1%9. 
Culy the ['.:-eslde:1t app::::-oveu tr.e Defense l':ana;;-eoent 
Report (DI1?). tLe j:lan of ac::ion and ITile::;tones 
(POA.&:M) tor !Ouhsta::1tially IIT,prov::.ng overa_l defense 
;,. CdnLary 1990 D'J[\ status 
estImated [:::td.1] 
The flscal year lFY) DMR proposals, L'efer.s", 
{DMRU) 981, 11,=J:tlfie~ 
fCC, wlth estllT,aterl sa'llngs of $7.3 bL.1Ion ever fIscal 
ye0rs th:-oug]-, 1999. The t\oval S.lI-ply 
: s responslbl·, for r.ine 
tv! allng rr.::.lllor,. Includ'od is ::.nitldL:::'ve fo:: 
L::.stinq :COSl\L) 
The COSAL is a consolidated listing , specifically tailored 
to a particular ship, of all equipment , components, repair 
parts, consumables, and operating space items required to 
perform that particular ship ' s operational mission . It is 
both a supply and technical document. It is a supply document 
in that it defines all the items, and quantity for each item, 
required to be stored on board to sustain the ship 
independent l y for a specified period o f time . The quantity of 
an item required to be stored on board is called an allowance 
quantity . The caSAL is also a technical document in tha t it 
provides the shipboard technician with descriptions, operating 
characteristics, and technical manuals for each equipment on 
board. Additionally, the caSAL provides the technician with 
a complete listing of the components andlor repair parts 
associated with each equipment . 
By computing and restocking the storeroom item allowance 
quantities unde r a revised computation model, known as .5 
FLSIP (Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program) Plus 
(.5F+), savings totaling $ 182.8 million over FY 1994 through 
FY 1999 are expected . These savings were included in the 
Navy ' s FY 1994 Defense Management Report Proposals and were 
approved by the Department of Defense Comptroller 11 December 
1992 A 23 March 1993 Chie f of Naval operations (eNO) message 
advised of the Fleet Support Quality Management Boa~d ' s 
approval of the . SF+ CaSAL initiative to suppor t DMRD 981 
savings goals . Additionally, the message directed 
establlsrunent ot a v.'Ork:'-ng group cc,nslst1ng of all a:te~t-ed 
palLles Lo add-:-ess the prograK's bus:'-ness nl:eE ane d-c:;sociated 
Systems Conurlc.nd 
acts as tne coordlnator :or inp:ernentIng th1S dIrectIve. 
B. PURPOSE 
Th~s ",:'11 focuo on evaluatlflg tr:e rnojel used by Lhe 
~{a\'y to jeterru:1e the anoucL 0: SD.vi:1gs anticipated fron 
:::hang1ng ~r.e al:o'Ndnce cuITp'-1LaL10e .TIodel on board su::--face 
cO'l,;'Jatd-nts Because the new allu.vance co:nputD.t1on model 
resJlts Iv,,'pr to-::-D.I of ello"."a:1ce 
baSIC scurces of SaVlr_gs to 
F1rst, theLe are re-app~lcaLioe scL'~ngs. Re-dppll::d-::ion 
savings are savIn']s realIzed lron Lhe that eo lacger 
hd-ve a_=-o'dd.nCe quant1tles using t:le .5F+ allowance computatIon 
model. These excess )::arLs oe reITnved :rorn shlpboard 
storage acd used to :111 req...ll ~ements 0: otter Na\~.i ShlPS and 
fclciL.t-les. requlrerreets 'o'Jl~l sat1sfled 
... ,~thout dra'o'Jing from supply sys"t'2IT, stccks. 
Th1S Sa"c'lngs scarce lS p:r:~rrtarIly realIzed froll" th(' 
cpercltinq ShlpS. As 'd~ll ;;12 ;seen, total al:o'o'Je.nce quaetlLles 
::;u,rent ly ()n operat~ng 2,hips 1S larger thae t!1u"e thcJ.l w~:'.:'. be 
stecked uS1ng the . SF· ':'n·/entor.i 'l'hcse excess 
parts become a5spts 
requirements; thereby, prech:o.in-g W:l-:it ot},eLwise would have 
caused an expe::1di::ere. 
The secor.d type nf savin']s Glre procurement of:sets. 
3dslcally, procurerrer.t offse::.s resu:"::. from avo::..dance. 
IiJhee shlps re:::eive COSAL:;; competed uSlng t.he . SF+ rronRl, ::."1e 
r:wnber of spare parts :cequ:::'red to ::ill ::.he allowar.ce 
qUiJ.otl::les :..s less than that relulred undpr prev:..ous olnpboard 
il.llowance computQ::ion models. 'J'hercofore, savings are re,;;.llzed 
lO thQ':. less materlal lS purchased ::"0 support of a partlcular 
ship's oIJeratlor.al rr.:..ssiol"'. under. SF+. 
Pr02urement offsets will be real':zed in F:..r5t, 
1.n new CO~lstructlor. ships, repair pa:::-ts need noly be procu.::-",d 
to ::he .5F+ mode:"led C:JSAL level Vlr:e the gre0ter CUi)::1t:lty 
WhlCh would have been computed l.nrlcr :::he ShlP' s placned 
lnventory model Second, ir: thE:' area of flee:: modE:'u'.· zdtlon, 
the qUJ.nt:::'t:y of. new systen spares requ:..red to support 
moder:olzQtlon ef:orts will be less because the per ship 
allowance quantlty us.:.ng the .5F+ i::1ventory· ml...del wlll be 
less. 
Tr_e pl·lmary goal of t:'"llS study is to assess t:'le accuracy 
of the reappliccltlon savlngs p:coJectcd by the NaV'J. Thus, the 
th~sls ",nll focus the f':'rst of tl-l(' two :;,ources of cost 
savlLgs JUde: dlscussed above. l~ss\.llnptions me-de 1::y the :1a'/::1 In 
arrlVl.ng at projected reapp':'lcatlor: savlngs wlll be ldeYltlfied 
anrl critiqued. T::le costs and sav::.ngs assoC:lclt.ed wlth the 
bU5lness rules for ::..rrplemer.t_i::lg the .5F+ Qllowi)oce 
COTliputa::'lon ITDdel on actIVe s:llPS ,-li:"l be summarIzed. 
casts and saVIngs, 1n c.ho ag]"regi.\te, WIll bo re=:C'Tred ta 
tr.c .5FI cabt S0V.lnqs moce::' r~roughou:: thls the:.;is. 'The .SF+ 
cost saVIngs r;".adel WIll be ::.ested [or The app-:--oac~ 
used to eV01uate ::he accuracy of the savings !'lodel wlll 
iocc.mer.t the oxperlencc of an aC:-Ive c;.nJ.ergoir:g 
conversion tv the . SF+ illlaw0Lce Ilst ar:d cCDparc actual 
reapp':'l<::at ion ccst sa'.'lngs WIth p::co)ected s",vlngs. 
ReVIsions will be recorune~dE-d tc the .SF+ cost b"'-VEI]"S 
In ':l.n ef::or:: to imprave the accuracy of :'u::.c;.re rro;ectlans of 
::::eappJ ication so;;.Vlngs 0ctlve shlrs l.'nc.ergcnng ~uture 
::'c) .SF+. 
C. SCOPE 
Tile expeTlencc cf a :r:rototype ship, I::lgersoll (DD-
99J), wllibe a be::lchmar.-': assesslcg the accuracy 
of t:'le .SF+ cast Sc.Vlngs Dodel. -:'hree goc.Js wlll be pLr2ued 
::'n studYIng Ingc~sol~'s cC):lVerSlon I-a ,5F+: (1) DeYIat.lOns 
fro:\" the t,avy's so;;.VIngs p::cojectl0!1 
dC'ter:1.::'::1e their pctentIal fo~ 
be l[::vestlgatej :'0 
future 
currtPU:."tlO:l mode:' '.SF-) WllJ be ca::::-efully trackcri ta uaCO'Jer 
lnv",stmecc requ.lrements Lct ::"0nSIdtTed by the Navy in their 
sav.ir.gs proler:tlans. (3) Reccmnendat::'uns foy modi~y.::.ng tile 
enployed .:.n converting S'Jr~O!ce co::nbata::1t:3 to . 'JF-
alloviance levels w~ll be prov~ded Lo increase the level of 
sav1ngs. 
While the .51"+ COS."'-.L iniLia~lve 1S inter.ded to be 
lmplemonted across all ShlfJ Lypes, and used 10 
construr;tion/co:1version prograll'S as well, tr.is study ·,.nll 
focus or. "lctive Sl...rface co:nba::::ants. Devia::::lons from prOlocted 
savi!1gs experienced by I:1gcrsoll may not necessarL.y ",pp:"y to 
platforms other them surfa::e ::ombdtants. FurLher stl:.dy of 
conversions on alreraft carrlers, submarines, and aux.:..llar1es 
is r2c:JIlL-ner.ded ::::0 Lest the appl1cablli::::y 0: lnferences jrawn 
from IngoTsoJ _' s convers~ on. Addit lonal:"y, Ingersoll's 
converS1on experlew;e is not appllr;dble to new COYlstruct10:l 
dnd moderni ::at iO::1 programs. 
D. THESIS ORGANIZATION 
In atteoptlng to ac.-neve tr.e &f:Jrene:1t::'oned Cr.apter 
1r.troduf..:es the COSAL development process and the . :'?..-
allo'dance (]c::ant1ty comput-.atior. rules. Char=:ter III preser;ts 
the compo:lents of a::1d netJ-:odology used by spec ln determ1ning 
the proJected savings of the .5F- initidtlve. The 'letdlled 
data used in detormllllng projected savings lS prov1ded in 
Appondix B. Chapter III concll:.Jes w1tr a descr1ptiO!l cf the 
process that will be used in Chapter IV to veri:y Ingersoll's 
:;loter.tial gross reapplicatlon S0ving::;. Chapt.er rJ opens ''''it.h 
a det.aiJed a~lalysls of t~e components comprising the proJected 
rcappllcatlon sav':'ngs Ingersol::' ',,'ill real1::e as a result of 
conversion to .SF+. The chapter concludes with a detailed 
analysis of the components comprising Ingersoll's actual 
results. Chapter V presents explanations for the deviations 
between actual and projected results and recommends actions to 
compensate for those deviations when making other ships' 
savings projections. The chapter concludes with 
recommendations for further research. 
II. DEVELOPHEN!' OF A NEW ALLOWANCB COMPUTATION MODBL 
This chapter will summarize the approach the Navy uses in 
develop ing COSALs and determin i ng those repair parts a ship is 
authorized to carry in its storerooms . The method used to 
develop the .SF+ a llowance computa t ion model and the savings 
expected f rom i t s implementation will be explained . Finally, 
decisions for implementing the fleet-wide reduction of allowed 
quantities of spare parts will be presented . This background 
information is crucial for assessing the Navy's .SF+ cost 
savings model. 
A . ALLOWANCE QUANTITY COMPUTATION 
1 . Revi ew of Allowance Computation Processes 
Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) Mechanicsburg, PA is 
responsible for computing the COSAL for fleet units, based 
upon supply and technical support information provided them by 
several organizations . SPCC tracks those parts which generate 
demand and discovered that only 20 to 25 per cent of the 
ship's storeroom items (SRI) generate demand between 
overhauls. [Ref. 2] This data ind i cates significant resources 
are invested in spare parts that may not increase the 
readiness of the systems supported . Read iness refers to the 
operat.ional availability of a system . For purposes of this 
study, these te r ms will be used interchangeably . Thresholds 
for opCla::'lonal availabl~ity are eetob.,,,toed at the beglnnlng 
of the' acq1..l1sitlun cycle tor the sys::.C'rn ane: are ..lsed 
desigL-=--ng 
In effort. 10 re:l.1lce co~t and :1'an;:le of fleet 
..lnlt caSALs, wlth a l'licllmurn irrpa:::t c:m readlness, spec 
condl,c:ed a detal led reVlew of a 1 ternatlves to 
CULreLt MODF~,SIP :o21owar.ce process. COflLeo. "mlnirr'..lIT 
lmpaet on readl:less" to be a red"..lctloL In COSAL effect:vp.ness 
of not mar,,:, than -'1 perce:lt&ge POHlts when compelLed to :re 
)lO:JF:SSIP model Effectlveness 's the ~a .. 'Y's for 
evaludtlng supply avallablllty. Gross effectlveness evaluates 
the perc,,:,ntage of total demands fer all ltems, both \-ll::h and 
\.-iithout al10\,-.'ance q:.10ntities, thot wpre ~atlsfied from 8R1 
ef.fect:Ver.eS5 evalua;-es the per::'entage of totd::' derr,an:ls 
for i.tens with allo\.-idnce quantlties thelt were satlsfied fron 
SR1. G1-0~1'O efiectivelless goals aLe curLen:ly 6" per 
W:'-1l..:.2 r.e::. eff"ctlveness gOells arc 85 per ce:1t. [~ef. 4] 
1'11tn tr.e "m1n1murn inpa::,t or. read1ness" obJ,,:,cti 
lTIlnd, SPCC foc..l:oed their revie,.; on tluee COShL 
models; appl~Cilt~cn of ce::nond datil dvai:;'ab10 throug::l the 
and Casu,,-~:-y Rcpcrtl:lg IC;'.SPEPI fllp.s; and (31 c:::eatlon of 
a retall level of iYlSl..lrance spare ,.:arts al'01:ore. [R.ef. 5] 
2. Allowance Quantity Computation Rules 
The (']\;0 hd", aI-proved six lTIdthema::lcal monels fOL 
CCl:lpcctlnCj allo",,,ancc Guantlties :llL-ec::c:l lr. the C8S."'~. Mo~t 
fleet unit COSALs are computed using the Modified Fleet 
Logistics Support Improvement Program (MODFLSIP) allowance 
model. This model, which is a demand based model, authorizes 
spare part allowance quantities for the majority of ship 
equipment, with one failure in four years as the cut point for 
including an item in a ship ' s storeroom allowance list. 
The basic Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program 
(FLSIP) formula is presented below: 
IJR " .ffi.E.....X... , 
UR " Usage Rate ,: An estimate of how often a pa r t will be 
needed in each 90 day period. The quarterly probability of 
failure. 
POP" Installed Population" The total quantity of the part 
installed in equipment throughout the ship. 
BRF " Best Replacement Factor" Reviewed and updated annually 
to reflect fleet maintenance usage collected through the 
Material Maintenance Hanagement (3M) system, ERF is the 
predicted annual repl acement rate. This is the on l y variable 
in the fon~ula . 
4 " Dividing by 4 determines the expected usage for a 90 day 
period . 
Under . 5 FLSIP, if the UR is less than .125 (at most 
one fai lure in 2 years), the part is not carried in the ship ' s 
storeroom. If the UR is equal to or greater than 1 (four or 
more failures per year), an allowance quantity is computed 
10 
based up::u cxpec::ed dC'mand. [Ref. 6] 1= the DR is greeter thar:! 
bu:. less t:'lan I anJ. the SUpIJorts a TInssion (:rltical 
equlpment the:1 the ltem lS :1ormally carC::-lC'ri 
Insurance 1 tem!O are rarts ::ha:- do :-lot neet ::he cri terla 
to be authorized an al~owe""1cc '1U6n-:;:ity unccr nOTIT'al In'J"entory 
model corn:::ll.:tatioLs. Hov,'ever, because the item sur:;ports ? 
cc::-i t 1 ca~ equ:..p:nen: , a nOffilnal Quant l ty ; .lsua 11:,.' ) i:o 
aut'lorized to be cac::-r~ed. Critical equipmen:: dre t:-tose 
systcms/equlpment 'whose iallure wO·J.ld serlously degrdde tre 
opcratlo::1al capabill_ty of ::he shlt-:. Typlcai':'y, tr.e lead tlme 
to obtdin lnsu:rancc ltcms lS exceSSlve. "~lt:'lOJ.t an 6u::hcr:::'zed 
allowance quant~::y, the crlt::.cal ec:u::.r:;men:: insurance 1 t em 
su;:>por::s couJ..d be serJously lnpaired or cr:r:nr:;lC'teIy lnoperat::.ve 
for a:1 extended ;:>erlod of :ime. 
DemanrJ· based items are also st-ored l:1 
supply storerooms JI' adriit::..on tc those ltFcIT,S with ccmp.;ted 
i;lllo',"lance Gl-antitles. Allowd.:1ce quant:"-::;les are arrlved at 
uc;::..r.g the mathe:nat i cal loventory nodel, wherc'as derra:1d-based 
lcelllS are those items for wnlch the dcC:::'Slon to stock is based 
upon prevlously recorc:ed denar.d (.:.. e. the nur:'lber of tlnes an 
ltem has been requC?sted by perSO:1rel to execc:te thelr 
dutles). Thus, SR.:!: conSlsts of Lct}: allowance and 
demand-bdsed items. 
11 
3. Results of Allowance Computation Review 
spcc isolated pocential alterr:atlve CCS.I\.L oodels 
through detailed andlysls &nd sioulations that i'ichleVed 
cost/range reductlor:S and met the rei'idiness lnpact crl::'erla. 
Results of SPC("s analY::ies ident.iflcd the .5 FLSI? model as 
offerlng tje ma:;umurr -.:-educ::ion 10 spare pi'irts and the highest 
level of pO:'e]l"cial saving::i while mlnim1Zlng the 1mpact on 
readlness. The.S FLSIP model computes allowa::lce quantities 
based upon the pre,babiI1:'y of one fa-Llure 1n two yea:cs. 
Using t:,e histcrical demand data in the 3M and ('A;:;REP 
flIes, S:?CC ddc.itionally ldentifled It_ems \O,'lth :.he pctential 
for inclusion 10 S~I allowaQces as an overr lde. An ove::::T1de 
is d payt that is authorized an allowa::lce quantity regardless 
0: the vall~e of the usage rate. USlng the 3}l aod CASR~F 
historical dem",nd data, :;:.]-:e altercative COS_:t>._L models \'lere 
asses3ed :or thell ab1lity to satisfy past spare parts 
req.lirements aoc. predlct f-Jture demand. 
?lnally, SPCC considered L,e possIbility of reC1UC1::1g 
insurance level 3pares across a class cr the fleet and 
pOSltion1og a smdller n"JIrber of these iterr.~ ir straceglc shore 
locat10os ra::.her ::.1'.an carrying the lcens on board each Shlp. 
The i'iggregate FOP and BRF 0:': all sr.ips ln the same class or 
':lee::. woule. be used ln de:.ernnning c.;sage rate :or 
,nsurance ltems. This method would result. In lower class--wlde 
fleet-w1de allu,-lance quantities for lnsurance ltems. 
example, if i::1SJrance 1tem A Lad a::1 aLiowance quantity of on~ 
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each on bOi:".rd or 10 ships ln a class, the &ggregat:e 
rldss'·'.".'lde allowacce qJantlty wo~ld b, 10. However, the 
allowance quanc.lty ac~oss the erXl::-e class could be reducECo l: 
only one i::1surilnCe ltem was ~eld dt_ the st_rateglC shore 
10r.atJ or .. the cocti::1l:<=d dvailabiL_::y 8£ thes<= 
lterns no 10nqC'r pos;,::-.oned atloa:-., proposec: 
SparC's ('SA) warehouse a,_ :.one 
locatlon en each coast (l. e. the strategic sLcre locat:lon). 
A ~:amU::'iltion w&s conducte::l by t:"le Mater:'al 
Support: Offlce (r:1S0j to r:Ol'1pdre the oross eftec,_lveness 
achieved under HODFLS'::P vn th cbat uf the ,~, l"LSIP mod<=l 1'"e 
Slmulat':'o::1 [o'-.\cJ up to a 1:.1 per ce:lt redJctlOI. lO gross 
et£ec::iveness uSln') the .5 rLS'::P l'",oJe1 OV",,1: the }10DFLSTP 
model the results, SPC:::: concluded ::hat derr.and basec 
l::::ems needed to be back to the Slllpbudrd allowanc ... to 
l-lrotect the ml:-llffiUm level of effect;,vECness acjieved under 
MOCFLSlf. Uc::ing il comi'::natlO::1 of SlllP '~nHIue "'-:ld class level 
3M c&ta, spec ar::lved dt. demilIld selectlO:1 rules to 
add allowancc" ltl'=ms t:hat '",ould lnCreaS'2 eftecc-lvenebs ,:,:: 
leas::. 'ThlS .5 ?LSJP allow:uce cOIT'pUc.atlon Trodel 
1til::h t)~e addbac)-;. allowaLce att:aC~led lS referred to as 
the ,5 FLSI:? Plus rrDdel.l?ef. 7] 
B. POTENTIAL SAVINGS 
InCGrpura':::lng d'_'2 adc hack rules J.nt_o Pt'lSO's .5 FLSIP 
C'::mulatlon node=- provided w::th a hybrJ.d m::>del t:o apply to 
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vari8us Shlj:: types. Using th.lS hybrld .5F- :nodei, spec 
conputeo. a potential savlngs strea:n [rom lmplemer_tation of 
this COSAL SRI allowance reductlon. The potentla. c;avlngs 
arlses from two sources: (1: future procurement o:fsets lTI 
allowomoe spares and (2) reappllca:::lon 0: pclrts of[-~oaded 
from ships conver:.ed to . SF+. ThesE;' savlngs are cross 
To rea· lzed these gross savings, sorEe invec;:;.,nents would be 
required. SPCC estimclted investlr.ent re::Juirements to convert 
. SF+ model~ed COSALs to be $1.75 miL_ion lTI FY 1993 ann 
r:ul~ion in FY 1994. This lncluded cos::.s :8r ADP storage 
capaclty, develop:nent of 3M/C.r..SREP flIes, interim manual .5F+ 
COSAL producti8::1, software. dcve~op:nent to aut'Jrflate .5F_ COSAL 
production, so:tware developrrer.t in support of "the eSA 
program, and ::'::1itia:'lon of a progl-am for turolr.g :naterlal In 
ashore (KTIS) ie connectlon "nth shi.ps undergoing 
aVdilabilities and Integrated LOS)"lstics Overhaul (ILO). 
Because of a sustcll.ned MTIS workload increase as the supply 
system capi t al i zes the of f-loaded ex::es s spare part s, 
addl::.ional $1 milllon per [lscal year lTI the out years lS 
required. 
G~ven these investment costs, spec' s est~lnated net sav~ngs 
for the. 5F+ lTIltlative lS swrma:::-ized in the table on the next 
page. 'l'able I begir:s by ir_diCdt Lng the gross savlngs from 
reappllcatlon sav~ngs and p:::-ocurement offsets to be :::-ea::'~zed 
over fisca::' years 93 through 99. The pr8]ecteJ invest::neLt 
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in :L992 dol=-ars ~s .nultiI-'lied by L'1e ap"rGr=;rlate 
lnflat=-on ra:=.e to arrive an infldtlon ad].lsted lnVto5tment 
cost for earh fl!Ocal Th=-s flgur'? 15 subtra-=:ted from o;;he 
pro]e:::terJ. savlngs to arrive cit pro]er:ted net savlngs. 
TABLE L NET OVERALL SAVINGS {in millions) lFeL 8] 
C. .5F+ COSAL IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
",;,fter n"celvlng r:he eNO's messcige l:ldlcatlng F'Jeet SUP1-'or:-
Quall:=-Y l1anagene::lt BOdre. approval aIle. Glrec.:tlc;n to establish 
a worklng gr:01....p tc cddre.3s sigr.l fi:::ant In support of 
.5r+ irrplernentat:on, Nf'.,VSUP ('Cnduc.:teO a prelirnlnary" .SP+ C,)ShL 
Imr>le:nentatLm :>feeting on March 1993. '"7he worklng group 
of represeutatlves from Ni'.VSUP, SPCC, 1;;NI5E7<., ~Javal 
Sea LOglStlCS ::'e::1ter C'lSI,C), an'] 5poce and ~Javal v;ari are 
Systems Commctnd (SP,Il,'''';AP.). At: the meetlng, spec reported t:'1ot 
f':>UI prototype .5F~ COSp.L,:; had been cmplel"'leL"'::ea: (1) 
Covalla :SSN-6841; (2) USS John ? Keclledy USS 
Kltty Eo .... k anri 14;. USS Ingers8J 1 (:CD-990;'. SRI 
a::'lowance :cecic.lct lons tetall ed .S8. 6 ni 1 J -:'on. T,·'hile no 
1; 
mech:lI!~sm 'Nas in p~ace to ensu:::-e ex::esses were turnR:'! in (~. 
asset re-appl::-cat::-on SaVl::1gs rea=-lzedl, the SRI al=-owclnce 
reductions fo:c'" each proloLype is slilllITlarized ~n Table :I. Tlle 
nel dollcl=C value reduction, ref=-ecLed =-n the "D~fferenr.:e" 
columr., is base:'! upon a cornpar~son 0: the ,jollar va:ue of 
~nven::ory corr.putod under the MOD?LS=P ~nvenlolY n·.odel versus 
the dollar value of ~nvt;Ontcry computed under the . 5F~ 
inVt;Ontory model. As Tabl? :I ir.dicates, the .SF+ methodology 
gen('ra=-ly resuJted in a 20 to 30 per cent reducticn in S,,-I 
quan::~ties ar.d at=:p:::-oxlrLa~ely $] Lo $3.5 :nill~on reduct loon ir. 
The SF: a=-lowance reJ.uct::-on:o; dnc Lhe nee dollar value 
redLccion, based or: Lhe differer:ce beeween YlODFLSIP and .SF+ 
compuLed lnventor~es, do not re:=-ect adJusLments for missing, 
unserviceable, 01 obsoleLe SRI. [Re:. 9] 
TABLE II. SRI ALLOWANCE REDUCTIONS 
SHIP MODFLSIP .5 FLSIP + DIFFERENCE 
SRI* $ SRI* $ SRI· $ 
SSN· f84 7,777 $4.3M 5,178 .;;3 411 599 -$0 
I 2'1-67 27,431 $11.31>1 22,327 $12 6M -5, 1C4 -$1 
Icc 26, C44 $16.5M 20,9'1:' $12 9M -'), IC3 -$3 
DD-990 13,890 $6. 7 M 9,756 $4 3M -4, :'34 -$2 
tenls 1n 11l'lento:::-y allowance 
Yleetlngs and implementat'>-on efforts dre or:goln~; howevnr, 
ln~Lldl lJuslneo;s rules WE're esLatlished and fornal::-zed to CNO 
l:l early J'..l~y _993 Key deClsions includprl.; 







Initial and follow-on COSAL outfitting requirements will 
be corrputed using . SF+. 
Deferred CaSAL outfitting requisitions will be validated 
against .SF+ business rules. Those outstanding 
outfitting requisitions in excess of those expected under 
. SF+ allowance computation levels will be cancelled . 
• Updates to the COSAL as a result of configuration changes, 
such as new equipment installation, will be provided to 
fleet units monthly by SPCC. This monthly COSAL 
maintenance will be computed using . SF+. [Ref. 101 
The most significant issue still outstanding is the rule 
for ensuring system availability of low demand and insurance 
items deleted from SRI allowances but not adequately supported 
in Navy/Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) stocking policies. A 
COSAL Spares Ashore (CSA) warehouse on each coast comprising 
tailored allowances for each Fleet and integrated into Fleet 
Industrial Support Centers (FISC) San Diego and Norfolk is the 
general proposal discussions revolve around. One outstanding 
issue is the funding source of the initial CSA allowances. If 
eSA warehouses are established, the initial allowances must be 
filled from material excessed from ships converted to . SF+ 
without credit for turn-in. Several options are currently 
under consideration. [Ref. 11] 
USS Ingersoll (DD-990) entered ILO in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii 
in January 1993. Conversion to .5F+ was integrated into her 
ILO process. As shown in Table II, the estimated reduction in 
the value of SRI allowance material is $2.4 million. Is this 
an accurate figure? As previously stated, the objective of 
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this thesis is to evaluate the reliability of some of the 
assumptions underlying the projected cost savings. Actual SRI 
allowance reductions resulting from Ingersoll's conversion 
will be compared to projected results and analyzed in the 
chapters which follow. 
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ANALYSIS OF TIfE .SF+ COST SAVINGS MODEL 
'l'h:-s chClpter consists 0: :"..'0 IT'.djor c:;ubsectlcns --:1) the 
unceY:Yl-ng &:O;:O;lJI"lptl-ons calculatlons of spec's . SF+ cost 
Sa'll ngs model cLOd a rr.et."lodcloQ"'.i [or cln,.lly=:-ng the aCCuli"lCY 
o~ the :::es:l~ ts adncved using that model. A thcrC'Jgh 
·-1nders::andl ng of t:le . 5~+ cost sa\ricgs model Dnd L"1e analysls 
ITC'thodolcgy ) S necec:;sary for lcqi cal::"y interpretlng the 
res-llts of USS Ingersoll's (DD-990) conversion tc ::he .5F+ 
Res.llts and ana~ys;:'s of Ingerc:;ol2. s cor.vers:-or. wlll be 
prese:1::ed l-n ChDpter IV. 
A. THE. SF+ COST SAVINGS MODEL 
1. Model Components 
establ:..shed SOIT.e oaSl-C te~lcts from wh::'ch a .51"+ 
savlnqs ::nudel was develcped. E!1'l; Tonrner.::al .':acturs 
fo::-cing DIldlysis of altp"t"natives to the HODF::"'SIP allowance 
compu:atio""1 node::' include: 
\·,'Ou_d preclude sustalning MODFLSI? 
allowances 
zero delT.and. 
After analyzing various alternatives, spec determined 
.5 FLSIP would result in an optima l mix of potential savings 
and parts reduction. However, the degradation to readiness 
was unacceptable. In order to boost the negative impact on 
readiness, SPCC concluded some quantity of demand based items 
must be added back to .5 FLSIP computed COSALs. The 
assumpt ions used in determining those items to be added back 
are as follows : 
The majority of parts demanded by the fleet for equipment 
repair and maintenance are registered in the 3M database. 
The majority o f parts demanded to correct ship casualties 
are registered in the CASREP database. [Ref . 13] 
Within this foundation, the .SF+ allowance computation model 
was developed. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between 
inventory items stocked under MODFLS I P and inventory items 




Figure 1. MODFLS IP and .SF+ Relationship 
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In determining potential Navy-wide gross savings, SPCC 
first identified the two components of the .SF+ COSAL for 
various ship types. 
1. .5 FLSIP Ipyentory Crnnputation Model C9I!lponents. 
Allowance items that were determined based upon FMSQ 
simulation of .5 FLSIP modelled COSALs for various ship 
types. A flowchart of the .5 FLSIP model calculation 
used in FMSO's simulation is presented in Appendix A. 
2 . The Addback Components. Based upon 3M and CASREP 
historical demand data, SPCC projected an average cost 
of demand based addbacks for each ship class. 
The dollar value of the .5 FLSIP allowance items plus the 
addbacks were subtracted from the dollar value of the 
allowance items authorized by the respective ship type's 
current inventory model (typically MODFLSIP) to arrive at the 
net SRI reduction. The net SRI reduction is the first step in 
projecting gross savings. Table II of Chapter II presented 
the net SRI reductions for four prototype ships. 
As previously discussed, whether an individual ship is 
a new construction ship or an active ship will determine 
whether reapplication savings or procurement offsets result. 
Regardless, a further calculation is required to arrive at 
SPCC I S proj ected gross savings. 
1. Reappl;CQtj9D Sayings. These savings are realized when 
the excess spare parts resulting from conversion to a 
.5F+ modelled COSAL are returned to the supply system to 
satisfy future requirements. When one considers that 
the .SF+ initiative is aimed at removing low or no 
demand items from shipboard SRI, one can anticipate 
there will be a portion of excess spare parts for which 
the supply system has no requirement due to obsolescence 
or system saturation. To account for this reality, SPCC 
developed an applied asset factor. The applied asset 
factor estimates the portion of the excess inventory for 
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which a future need is expected. In addition, overhead 
and administrative costs of obtaining, storing, issuing, 
and maintaining system spares is passed on to the 
requestor in the unit price. This surcharge, set at a 
percentage of cost, has to be subtracted out to arrive 
at gross reapplication savings. Thus, gross 
reapplication savings consists of the value of the 
excess inventory, multiplied by an applied asset factor 
(reflecting expected application), less a surcharge 
percentage (reflecting inventory carrying costs) . 
2. Prgcurement Offsets. These savings result from a 
combination of the reduction in initial outfitting 
requirements to support modernization efforts and a 
reduction in requirements to outfit new construction 
platforms. SPCC projected budgeted system spares 
procurement in support of initial outfitting for 
modernization efforts would be reduced by 3.25 per cent. 
For new construction platforms, SPCC developed .5F+ 
reduction factors based upon ship class to project 
savings. [Ref. 14] 
Net savings results after subtacting investment costs 
from gross savings. SPCC categorized investment requirements 
into five resource pools: 
1. SPCC and NSLC labor costs to support interim manual 
requirements and develop 3M/CASREP files; 
2. CSA software development costs; 
3. .SF+ COSAL production software development; 
4. additional ADP storage capacity; 
5. MTIS support. 
Proj ections for each resource pool are summarized in Table III 
on the following page. The detailed data SPCC used in 
calculating investment costs, new construction savings, 
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procurement offsets, and individual ship savings is presented 
in Appendix B. (Ref. 15] 
TABLE :I:I:I. .SF+ :INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
SPCC/NLSC Labor Costs $ 550,413 $ 499,095 
CSA Software Development 300,000 
.5F .. caSAL Software Development 500,000 
ADP Storage Capacity 100,000 
MTIS Support' 300,000 1,000,000 
Total Investment $1,750,413 
:;i.ll"l MTI;:; Support per Y ~n t e out years 
2 • SPCC Calculation of Individual Ship Reapplication 
Savings 
To detennine reapplication savings for individual 
active ships, SPCC first calculated the ship's net SRI 
reduction in dollar terms. The net SRI reduction was arrived 
at by taking the total quantity of allowed parts under the 
ship's current inventory computation method (typically 
MQDFLSIP) extended at unit price to arrive at a total dollar 
value for the ship's SRI. From this value, the total quantity 
of allowed parts under .5F+ extended at unit price to arrive 
at a total value of the ship's .SF+ SRI was subtracted. This 
result is the ship's net SRI in dollar terms---the net cost 
difference between the two inventories. 
Next, SPCC categorized the net SRI reduction by 
inventory type. The applied asset factor (i. e., an estimate 
of future need) for each inventory category was multiplied by 
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the dollar value of the inventory category. This result was 
then divided by the surcharge rate to backout administrative 
and overhead costs included in the unit prices of each item to 
arrive at the individual ship's gross reapplication 
savings. [Ref. 16] 
This section has outlined the components of the Navy's 
model used to project the savings resulting from execution of 
the .5F+ initiative. Within the Navy wide model, there are 
two type of savings, reapplication savings and procurement 
offsets, from which anticipated investments is subtracted to 
determine net savings. In determining an individual ship'S 
gross reapplication savings, the net reduction in SRI is 
extended at unit price, multiplied by the appropriate 
inventory category's applied asset factor, and divided by the 
surcharge rate. Figure 2 summarizes the components of the 
.51'+ COST SAVINGS MODEL 
Figure 2. Components of the .5F+ Cost Savings Model 
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Navy's cost savings model and illustrates SRI net reduction, 
the focus of this thesis, within that framework. 
B. .SF+ COST SAVINGS MODEL ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
As previously discussed, gross savings in the .SF+ cost 
savings model is comprised of two major elements---
reapplication savings and procurement offsets. Reapplication 
savings will be realized in the near term as active ships are 
converted to .SF+ modelled CDSALs whereas procurement offsets 
will be realized over the long term as a result of reduced 
outfitting provisioning requirements. The SPCC projection 
representing procurement offsets for fleet modernization and 
new construction programs will depend upon force structure 
reduction initiatives. [Ref. 17] 
Since reapplication savings are based upon the reduction 
in SRI allowances, analysis will seek to verify USS 
Ingersoll's IDD-990) net SRI reductions. In analyzing the 
validity of the Navy's projected reapplication savings, it is 
assumed that if the net SRI reductions are achieved, the net 
savings projected after consideration of supply system need 
less the appropriate surcharge rate will result in the 
proj ected gross reapplication savings. Thus, this study will 
focus on verifying the accuracy of the projected net SRI 
reductions. 
A four step process will be used to test the accuracy of 
the projected net reduction to Ingersoll's SRI. First, the 
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number of SRI that computes for an allowance quantity under 
both MODFLSIP and . 5F+ will be isolated . Those SRI common to 
both COSAL models have no effect on cost savings as long as 
all corrunon SRI are physically located in Ingersoll's 
storerooms and are in Ready for Issue (RFI) condition. 
Material that can be used for the purpose originally procured 
(i . e. maintenance and repair) is called RFI material. This 
step will seek to substantiate whether, in future conversions, 
it is reasonable to expect 100 per cent of the corrunon SRI will 
be onboard and RFI. 
The second and third steps in the process will consist of 
isolating the SRI unique to MODFLSIP and the SRI unique to 
. 5F+. The unique MODFLSIP SRI has two applications in speC's 
cost savings model. First, its value is used t o offset the 
cost of the unique .SF+ SRI. Then the remaining value of the 
unique MODFLSIP SRI is considered to be the net SRI reduction. 
SPeC then applies the asset fac t ors less surcharge to this net 
SRI reduction to arrive at individual ship reapplication 
savings. 
The SPCC model inherently assumes that offloaded unique 
MODFLSIP SRI equal in value to the cost of the on loaded unique 
. SF+ SRI will be in 100 per cent usable condition and that 
there is a need for the excess material elsewhere in the Navy . 
The unique MODFLSIP SRI physically located onboard Ingersoll 
and determined to be RFI will be compared with the projected 
MODFLSIP SRI to validate this assumption. Addit ionally , this 
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s,ep will deterr:u:1e co who.::. extent, If any, eX80SS UIllque 
)!O:;F::...sTP materl"-~ lS avallable co satisfy other supp~y ~ystcln 
requlremcn:s. 
In add1-:-loO to L"11S compculson process, tho .lLlque .5F~ 
mater10.1 wL.I be isolated to determi:1e 1f dny of this materlGl~ 
may ;;;.lre;;;.dy be onboard Ingerso:' 1 iL usable ccndl t ioCl. In 
effect, thlS sit,l;;;'::'lon ',·/Culd :'ncrecl:;;C t~c not SI-U l'educt1ons 
ann 1::1 tl..rn, the gross reapp 1 iC&tlon savlngs. 
Floa:"ly, ::1.e dollar va:ue of c.nique .::F+ SRT verlfied 
al re",cy Gobcard Inqerso 11 ',onll be subtracted from ::he 
do:'lar valJc of the unique KODFL$E' SRI thdt is ln uso;b:"e 
c00dltioCl. 1hlS ste;::, w::.ll result 10 Ingersoll's actual 
r.e:: SRI rpjuctl0r:S and will be cowr=:aled a,)dlnst that pro::;ected 
~'able II In Char=:ter I~ 1 • 
':'he dClalysls rrE2"':.hcdo:"cQ""'.{ rl'.akes the following assumptioCls: 
the materlal lS 
Databases useu In CO:ldUC:::lng th~s analysis are MO:JFL$IP 
and .SF+ modelled COSALs for USS Ingersoll (OD-990\ generated 
by spec and Ingersoll's Excess Candldates Listing generate::'! 
Pearl Harbor ILO Team ""hich lists all excess parts. The 
deflciency requlsitions generated through the 1LO process wlll 
be used to df"termine to Wlidt exteGt materlal to :ill .SF+ 
allo"l-lanCe qUdntit:ces had to be purchased. The ma:orlty of 
da::abase manipulation wlll be accomplisr.ed using :::lBdse 111+ 
so:t'A'are. Because ::he databases are no::: compat::'ble with each 
other, computer progrdms generated to manlpulate the datd dre 
provided ir: B_ppendlX C. 
ThlS chapter has presented a complete descriptlon the 
.5F+ cost savir_gs model and described the methodolog-.i to be 
used ln assessing reapp] icati.on savings estimates. Chap:::er IV 
will employ the descrlbed me:::todology to o.nalyze the result.s 
of Tngersoll's converSl:::Jll. ':'h::.s dnalysls will provide' the 
foundation for the concJusi:::ms and recol1'mendatlon p::::-esented ln 
Chapter V. 
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IV. COMPONENTS OF PROJECTED AND ACTUAL CONVERSION RESULTS 
Th's charter wlll outline aYld compare tr.e crltical 
conponents of Inge~soll' 0; 1[0[;-990, proJe~ced Ilet SRI 
reduct 1 en and the ce:nDO"1ents of the actuai r.et ~PI reduct 1 on 
ex.per lenced d"Jr,ng Tnge~soll' s converSlor::. As presented 
previously, :he pre~ected net redection in Ingersoll's Sf-I.: is 
'~,::")4 ltems ".lith a value of $2.4 :nililon. \.,'hat lS the v.J.lue 
of excess Indterla:' thal r:1Usl be reapplled to oifsec the cost 
of tr.e ulllc::ue . SF+ SRI? How Dueh at the expected excC'ss 
matC'r-=--a~ luentiiled duril.g ILC 00 RF:: 
:n~erpretatlon uf :he results 0: Ingersoll's ,_onversion 'til 11 
answer th,,"se questions. The first sectlon of thl$ chap::er 
11 an.J.lyze the net SPT re:iuctien projected by che l;ost 
sav~ngs model des:;rll:led 11: Ctldpter II:. The ch0Dter w-=--ll 
cone 1 ude Wlt.:l Ingersoll's act ual net .'OR: red·Jet 1 on. 
General i zatlons dnd exp2QndtlOr'.S for VariQ:lcns betvieen act\..al 
3.nd expected results wi2-l be p:::-esented in Chapte:c V. 
A. COMPONENTS OF INGERSOLL'S PROJECTED NET SRI REDUCTION 
:;:0 order to interpret results of Tngersoll '5 
converSlon :u . SF+, tlle data Trust be analyzed f:::-Olll t'NO 
stOlndpCln::s- -SRI quantity and dollar val·Je. The total dollar 
v;i:!l1e of :1:e reduC:":lcn ln thp quantlty of SRI wil~ Var::,· 
depend'::'lg upon the compcsitlU:l of excesloO SPQre pilrt". 
Therefore, tLe c.omponents oE proJected SRI and dollar vaLle 
reduct10:1C:; must first be 1der.t1::~ed. 
1. Projected Quantity Reductions 
a. Determining SRI From The SNSL 
ThR first. step in identiLyi,lg the componenls of 
I:1gersoll' s net SRI reductlun requ~res lsoiating :::he set of 
allowance pa:::ts which make up Ingersoll's SRI under lhe 
MOD?LSJP and the . SF+ iLventDr.i" models. uss Inge~soll' s (DD-
990) Stock NUY.tber Se:wence l,ist (SNSL), pro·o'i::3.ed by 
corrputed using the MODF!...SIP ana. SF+ inventory moceL;, :..s the 
point ()f departure for dcten:unH::g SRI. Because the SNSL 
contains the repal::: :rarts support leg all It'.s:::alled 
equ1pment/systems oeboard Ingersoll, reJardless of whether 
they compute for an allov.'ance quantity, lhe S};SLs comr;u:::ed 
ur.der both rr.odels cont6:..n 151,3<:;0 11ne :..tems each. By 
deletH,;g all l:..ne 1tems with an a11()wance quantity of zero 1:1 
eacr. SKSL, tot.al shlp""ide spare par:s remain. Under MODFLS=P, 
26,066 line ~tems remain dnd 21,932 line items rerralfl undEc-r 
.5F+. 
wl:hlG the set 0: .SF·! sh1pwide spare parts, it 
v.'111 tEOcume lmpo:ctact. to know which :..::eQS computed Ear an 
allowance Quant 1 ty tecause of the CASREP and 3M O)cd}:ack ru:Les. 
Tr.1S set at allowancEO quanlilles, the addback components 
det:ened :en Chapter III, are ~de:1tlfled by dn a:Llowance sou:cce 
code of respect:..vely. '!'herefore, 1t :..c:; necessary 
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a:lO',laIlCe source cede. 
Table ::':V, below, prEO!',ents the results ot the allovldr,ce source 
code frcqucr.cy From :.Lese reo;ults, Ingersoll's 
addDack SRT car. 8e computed ~ine it err,s by totallin'J 
TABLE IV. . SF+ ALLOWANCE SOURCE CODE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
CUl,ulativc Cumulative I Frequency I"requency Percent 
A 6.1 ~329 
199:L 9.1 3320 :.5.1 i 
30 0 1 J 350 :5.3 
44:34 20.2 7784 35 
N 22485 56.9 20269 92 .4 
733 3.2 LC02 95.8 
34 o. 2:C36 .9 
34 0.2 2:C7G 96.1 
834 3.8 2:904 99.9 
28 0.1 2: .. 932 ':'JD .0 I 
allowance codes i'l.:1d T:le reF.8lr.lng 21, 064 line 
items, Lheretcrc, rep::-C'sent tne shipl>.'ide span" pa-::t.s computinc; 
under a pure .5 FLSIP model. Recall that. al:cwances c:omputing 
unde::- cl pure .5 P:,SIP model I'lo-:Jld alsc compute u:1Jer the 
MODP::"SIP moJ.el; the~efo:::-EO, this se:' of ~:'eIT.s should al~eady be 
O:1J:oard Tngcorso21 
TJ:c fiLal iOter.; in arrivlng at tbe SRi 
under the MDD~3"lP a;:}c .SF+ : nven::,ol.j" model~ ::cquires del eting 
::.Le operac ing space' :rom the line items with non-ze:-o 
al::'owancc' q;Jant:ities. l'.s disc;Jo;sed i:-l Cha.pter II::::, 
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tr.ose items required by maintenance peroonnel and techr.icians 
to perform routine tasko (e. g. tools, ::ec;t equir=:ment). 
Because these itcrEE are physically .located in opera::ins; 
spaces, they are not included in SRI.[Eef. 19] :::)e':"etinq those 
1 ine items in each database dcsignated uS OSI results in 
13,890 SRI usinq 110::JFLSIP modelling rules and 9 756 SRI using 
. SF.,. monelling rules. 
h. Critica~ Components of Net SRI Reduction 
In det.ermining net SRI reduction, tr.e MODFLSIP and 






(1) .5 ~LSIP SRI 
'..,'hee t.he SRI under each invenc.ory model 
(MODFL$IP a:1d .5F.,.) '""as comp\.Cted, it was deterrrcinec. there were 
.5F+ $RI. J>.ddit.ionally, the addbdck SRI (868 line 
items) was de::ermined by totalling those 11ne items l>.'ith 
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allowance source codes of ·W· and "X". By subtracting the 
addback SRI from the .SF+ SRI, the .5 FLSIP SRI remains. 
Thus, the first component in determining the net SRI reduction 
from changing to .SF+ is 8.888 SRI. That is, 8,888 SRI 
allowances computed under MODFLSIP modelling rules can be used 
to fill SRI allowances corrputed under .SF+ modelling rules. 
(2) Common .5F+ Addbacks 
To determine the second conponent of the net 
SRI reduction, the SRI which computes an allowance quantity 
because of CASREP and 3M addback rules had to be identified. 
To do this, the MODFLSIP and .SF+ SRI databases were used. 
The MODFLSIP SRI database contains 13,890 line items. As 
previously demonstrated, the .SF+ SRI database is the sum of 
the .5 FLSIP SRI (8,888 line items) and the addback SRI (868 
line items) which total 9,756 line items. The .5F+ SRI 
allowance quantities were compared with the MODFLSIP SRI 
allowance quantities. This process resulted in an overlap of 
9,373 allowance quantities. In other words, there are 9,373 
common SRI allowance quantities between Ingersoll's MODFLSIP 
and .5F+ modelled caSALs. 
Subtracting the .5 FLSIP allowance quantities 
that are common with MODFLSIP allowance quantities (8,888 line 
items) from this result identified the number of addback SRI 
which are common with MODFLSIP allowance quantities. There 
are 485 addback SRI which may be filled by MODFLSIP SRI. 
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(3) unique . 5F+ Addback s 
The thi rd component of the net SRI reduction 
is fairly easy to determine based upon results of components 
one and two . The 9,373 common SRI under MODFLSIP a n d . 5F+ 
modelled COSALs was subtracted from the 9 , 756 total . 5 F+ SRI 
to arrive a t the 383 SRI which are unique to the .51"+ modelled 
COSAL . 
(4 ) unique MODFLSIP SRI 
The final component of the net SRI reduction 
dete r mined by subtracting the unique . 5F+ SRI (383 line 
items) fl:-om the total . 5F+ SRI (9 , 756 l i ne items) to get the 
SRI corrunon to bot h MODFLSIP a nd . 51"+ (9 , 373 line items) . 
Then , subtracting the SRI common to both MODFLSI P a n d . 51"+ 
from the total MODFLSIP SRI (13 , 890 line i tems) produced the 
D u ...... ~' MOOn.sIPSRl (4':;l"lil.,..,) 
D·~ruIP SRl (S,888it • ..,.) 
co .......... .:sr. 
Ad<It.o<:l" 
(48S iI . .... ) 
Figure 3 . Composition of SRI Redu ction 
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unique MODFLSIP SRI. This gross excess SRI was determined to 
be 4,517 line items. Figure 3, on the previous page, 
summarizes the conv;>osition of Ingersoll's net expected 
reduction in SRI. 
2. Projected Dollar Value Reduction 
In analyzing the dollar value reduction, the first 
component, the .5 FLSIP SRI, was arrived at by simply 
extending each line items by its associated unit price. The 
third component, the unique .SF+ addback SRI, similarly 
extended has a value of $182,243. The other two components 
required more extensive computations. Specific procedures for 
arriving at the dollar value of these components are presented 
in this section. 
A particular problem, 'partial fill' sitUations, had 
to be addressed in analyzing the net SRI dollar value 
reduction. Throughout this thesis, partial fill is defined as 
that situation where the quantity of a particular stock nurober 
computed under the .SF+ addback rules is different (either 
higher or lower) from the allowance quantity computed under 
MODFLSIP. Because of the potential for partial fills, the 
analysis of the projected dollar value reduction maintains the 
association between the stock number and its computed 
allowance quantity. In other words, the specific allowance 
quantities computed for the common stock numbers under 
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MODFLSIP and . 5F+ were compared to identify all variances in 
computed quantities. 
a. Common .5F+ Addbacks 
To determine this component of the projected dollar 
value reduction, the potential for partial f ills had to be 
considered. Of the 495 conunon .5F+ addback SRI, there are 477 
addback SRI wh ich have identical s t ock numbers and allowance 
quantities as those computed under MODFLSIP model l i ng rules. 
These common SRI present no par t ia l fill problem and have a 
value of $603,347 . The remaining 8 addback SRI have identical 
stock numbers but the associated allowance quantity is 
different than that computed under MODFLSIP modelling ru l es. 
Further inves tiga t ion revealed the allowance quan t ity computed 
under MODFLSIP for each stock number was two while the 
allowance quantity computed under the addback rules was one . 
Therefore , in Ingersoll's case, all corranon addback SRI can be 
fully suppor ted from MODFLS I P SRI. The value of the 8 partial 
fil ls is $529, for a total common addback value of $603,876 . 
b. Unique MODFLSIP SRI 
To determine the unique MODFLSIP SRI component of 
the projected dollar value reduction . t he value of the . 5 
FLSIP SRI plus the value of the common .SF+ addbacks was 
subtracted from the value of the MODFLSIP SRI. Extending unit 
prices for each SRI stock number by the a l lowance quant ity 
produced a value of $6,741,394 for Ingersoll's MODFLSIP SRI 
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and $3,554,150 for Ingersoll's .5 FLSIP SRI. The difference 
between the value of the two SRIs, $3,187,244, is the amount 
available to support CASREP and 3M addback SRI. Subtracting 
the value of the corranon .5F+ addback SRI from this figure 
produced $2,583,368, the dollar value of unique MODFLSIP 
material. 
Table V summarizes the relationship between SRI and 
dollar value reductions discussed thus far. The actual 
results of Ingersoll's conversion will be presented in the 
next section. The components discussed in analyzing 
Ingersoll's projected savings will be determined and compared 
against those arrived in this section. 
TABLE V. SRI/DOLLAR VALUE REDUCTION SUMMARY 
SRI Cumulative Dollar Cumulative 
Quantity Total Value Total 
13,890 13,890 $6,741,394 $6,741,394 
8,888 3,554,150 
Common Addbacks 603,347 
Unique Addbacks 182,243 4,340,269 
Total Reduction, 4,134 2,401,125 
B. COMPONENTS OF INGERSOLL'S ACTUAL SRI REDUCTION 
In analyzing the components of Ingersoll's actual 
reduction, an understanding of the context in which the 
conversion takes place is necessary. Therefore, a brief 
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overview of the 1LO process is provided in the following 
section. 
1 . lLO Process 
The 1LO process has evolved to meet the need for a 
coordinated effort to ensure the principal elements supporting 
a ship's end of overhaul configuration are on board and are 
mutually supportive. The ILO site meets this need by (1) 
providing the ship with logistics support products that 
accurately reflect the ship's configuration at the end of the 
ship's industrial availability or overhaul and (2) training 
the ship's personnel to properly maintain and use those 
products so that a high level of support can be sustained 
between industrial availabilities or overhauls. The 1LO site 
and the ship accomplish these functions during the ship's 
availability or overhaul. For purposes of this section 
overhaul is synonymous with industrial availability. [Ref. 20] 
Depending upon the length and scope of the 
availability/overhaul the ship is scheduled for, the 1LO site 
is capable of performing a variety of logistics support 
functions. These include configuration analysis, PMS 
analysis, technical manual analysis, and repair parts 
analysis. The 1LO process is conducted off-ship under the 
direction of the officer-in-charge (OIC) of the 1LO site; 
however, the process is a ship self-help effort. That is, the 
ship's CO is responsible for providing ship's force personr.el 
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to perform the logistics support functions scheduled in 
conjuction with the ship's overhaul under the direction of the 
OIC of the ILO site. [Ref. 21] 
Specific steps and milestones to be accomplished in 
providing the ship with an accurate and complete configuration 
and logistics database at the end of the overhaul begin nine 
months prior to the scheduled start of overhaul date. 
Milestones considered relevant to the subject area of this 
thesis will be described below. Further information regarding 
milestone planning for ships' overhauls may be obtained from 
the Integrated Logistics OVerhaul (ILO) Policy and Procedures 
Manual. 
Three months prior to the start of the overhaul, SPCC 
provides the ILO site with the ship's SNSL, reflecting all 
stock numbers supporting existing equipment on board and all 
stock numbers supporting any new equipment planned for 
installation during the overhaul. Two months prior to the 
start of the overhaul, the ship provides the lLO site its 
configuration database. The ILO builds a new configuration 
database from the SNSL submitted by SPCC and incorporates 
selected information from the ship's database submission such 
as the stock record and requiSition files. The resulting 
start of overhaul (SOH) configuration database is loaded onto 
computers at the ILO site and all configuration status 
accounting is conducted at the lLO site for the duration of 
the ship's overhaul. At the end of the overhaul, after all 
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material shortages and excesses have been resolved (i. e. 
requisitioned in the case of shortages and processed for turn-
in ashore in the case of excesses), the configuration database 
is backloaded to the ship. [Ref. 22] 
In Ingersoll's case, Pearl Harbor ILO site was 
responsible for conducting the Repair Parts Analysis and 
Configuration Analysis fuctions. The goal of the Repair Parts 
Analysis function is to provide 100 per cent, on board or on 
Figure ". ILO Repair Parts Analysis Function 
order, repair part support· at the end of the overhaul. By 
offloading the ship's repair parts and supply records to the 
lLO site at the start of the overhaul, current repair part 
assets are established through the identification and 
inventory of those parts carried. These assets are then 
compared to the SOH configuration database, discussed above. 
Excess repair parts are removed from. the ship's inventory and 
returned to the supply system (i. e. MTIS). Shortages not on 
order are requisitioned. Al1 docwnentation supporting these 
actions are handled by the ILO site for the duration of the 
overhaul. Figure 4 provides a simplified overview of the ILO 
Repair Parts Analysis function. [Ret. 23] 
'0 
=:1gersoll '5 Elaterial sho:::-tages ane excesses are 
idenLified throug:'1 a series of foc::::- ~nvenLo:::-ies. During each 
inve:1tory, the parts carried on board 1:1gersoll are ideetiEied 
and inventoried. '~he invenLory is ::hen compared to "the 
b.3.seliYle re)::'air palls illlovlilnces es::.ab~ished from L'1e ship's 
CCS.ll.L 2.nd the configl1rat.:;.::m analys:::'s function of ::he 1=.,0. 
;'.t'ter ecch lHI."entory, excess repair parts are pulled from the 
ship and r"l.c:rIled to the supply system and shortages not on 
order are iden"tifiecl and reqc:isitio-:-led. A Quality }\.ssuC3.nce 
review follows each inventory La ,"-ssess lr.ventoly 
By the e:1c. of the overfo.aul, all on bcard repair 
parts properly packagAd, ldenti::iec. and rec.Qy for 
to 0.:1 i:-lVent·::)Yy accuracy 1e,:e1 01 at least 98 
perceet. [Ref. ?4J 
The primary purpose of the Cor"fig;;ration lmalysis 
funccion is to the s:rip' s eq'.llpmer.t/systems to 
determine the s:'1ip's cctua~ con::"gura::.ion at the end of 
overhaul. A ship's cOf'.figcra:ion sti:i::'c.s is stored in the 
Heapon Systems File ('dSFJ and the COS.ll.L i.s gecerated fro:n that 
l.n:orf:Lation. The 1~O s::'':::e Cere:ully analy:;:es the COSJl.L 
rCCelVeJ f.::om SPCC in rela::.iol':! to other sources e.,f 
configura::.ion 'lato such c.S equip:nent technical ma:lUals and 
physically cond',Kted cgl~ipmcnt valida::.ions. vinen this 
analysis reveals repair part suppcJY~ errors, the 1::..0 site 
::.akes the action necessal"{ to correct thew. aLd updiOcte 
ship's configuracior. s::atus stored ir. 
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The listing Pearl Harbor ILO site generates to track 
material identified as excess is called the Excess Candidates 
Listing. The deficiency listing Yeflects t!1e mi!tteyial 
shortages requisitioned by the ILO site. These are the two 
listings which will primarily be used to analyze Ingersoll' OJ 
actual conversion results in the next subsection. 
2. Data Analysis 
Components of Ingersoll's net SRI reduction were 
determined from the deficiency listing and the Excess 
Candidates Listing. Based u:;Jon the Navy's cost savings model, 
the ILO deficiency listing should consist of the 383 unique 
.SF+ addback items. Additionally, the Excess Candidates 
Listing should consist of the 4,517 unique MOCFLSIP items. 
The components resulting from Ingersoll's deficiency listing, 
as well as t!1ose resulting from Ingersoll's Excess Candidates 
Listing, will be identified and compared in t!1e two sections 
\ .. ;hich follow. 
a. Deficiency Listing Ana~ysis 
To determine the composition and dollar value of 
Ingersoll'S deficiency 1 isting, the .SF+ stock numbers were 
com:;Jared with the stock numbers requisitioned 0:1 the ILO 
deficiency listing. The underlying assurr.ption of this 
comparison is that if a deficiency requisition was issued for 
a st.ock number expected to be available from the SRI Ingersoll 
started the overhaul with (i. e., MODFLSIP computed SRI), then 
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that stock number must have been missing or othen.ise NRFI. 
If a deficiency requisition was not issued for a particular 
stock number, it is assumed the stock number was RFI and 
physically available from Ingersoll's MODFLSIP computed SRI. 
Requisitions issued from 26 April 1993 through 11 
January 1994 are included in the ILO deficiency listing. 
There were 1, 923 NAVSEA Technical Operating Budget (TaB) 
funded requisitions issued during this period with a value of 
$4,517,038. Generally speaking, NAVSEA TOB funded 
requisitions cover the initial allowance quantity of a repair 
part for a ship whereas replenishment of that allowance 
quantity is the funding responsibility of the ship's type 
commander. The analysis focused on NAVSEA TaB funded 
requisitions because the unique .5F+ addbacks are initial 
allowance quantities and would be funded through this account. 
The stock numbers contained on the ILO deficiency listing were 
compared with the .SF+ SRI by each of the components isolated 
in the first portion of this chapter---. 5 FLSIP SRI, common 
.SF+ addbacks. and unique .SF+ addbacks. The unique MODFLSIP 
component will be addressed in connection with the Excess 
Candidates Listing in the next section. 
Of the 8,888 .5 FLSIP SRI. 442 stock numbers were 
requisitioned with a value of $881,274. The quantity 
requisitioned exceeded the .5 FLSIP computed allowance 
quantity for 92 stock numbers. Justification for these 
requisition quantities will be addressed in Chapter V. Of the 
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485 corrunon .5F+ addbacks, 18 s t ock nwnbers were r equisitioned 
with a valu e of $167,209. Of the 383 un ique . 5F+ addbacks, 54 
s t ock numbe r s were requisitioned with a val ue o f $66,364. 
Table VI, on t he following page, summarizes these results. 
Not e : If the cost savings model proj ections were 
perfect , then one would expect t o see zero deficiency 
requisitions f or the .5 FLSIP and COlTUTlon .SF+ addback 
categories and 100 percent deficiency requisition s (383 items) 
for the unique . 5F+ categories . 
TABLE VI. PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL DEFICIENCIES 







Value Qt:y Q:y Val" .. 
8.888 $3,551.15Q 8.539 $2.672.876 $881.)74 
Commo!"> .5F+ 
Addbac ks 603.876 136.667 167 .209 
Uniqu" . 5F* 
Addbac.<s 182 . 243 1~5. 87 9 66. 3 6~ 
TOTAL (.5F-) 9, 7~6 $4,}40.269 9,335 $3.225.422 S1.114,IH7 
These results raise a myriad of issues for further 
investigation. While Ingersoll had 460 stock numbers missing 
or otherwise NRFI. there were 329 stock numbers on board 
Ingersoll which would have been excess had they not supported 
the unique . 5F + addbacks. The SRI percentage of material 
missi n g or o t herwise NRFI was <:1 . 9% while the dollar va l ue 
percent.age o f this material was 25.1% . The s e statistics point 
out the importance of analyzin g net SRI quan tity and dollar 
value reductions simultaneously. Explanations for the 
relatively high average unit price of this material will be 
explored in the next chapter. 
The percentage of SRI onboard in support of unique 
.SF+ addbacks was 85.9% while the dollar value percentage of 
that material was 63.6%. Recalling that the .SF+ unique 
addbacks were derived from 3M and CASREP usage data, one might 
expect previous casualty and maintenance requirements for some 
of this material was sufficient to meet demand criteria 
necessary for the item to be carried onboard even though it 
had no computed allowance quantity under MODFLSIP. Potential 
explanations for these results will also be investigated 
further in the next chapter. 
The ILO deficiency listing provides only half of 
Ingersoll's conversion results. The excess candidates listing 
must also be analyzed to complete the comparison between 
proj ected and actual cost savings. 
b. Excess Candidates Listing Analysis 
(1) Drivers Affecting the Volume of Excess Material 
The excess candidates listing contained a total 
of 9,238 stock nwnbers with a dollar value of $4,208,542. In 
looking at the volume of this listing, it is important to 
understand the context in which the listing is generated. 
Onboard Navy ships, there is a set of stock nwnbers for which 
a quantity greater than the computed allowance quantity may be 
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stocked in the ship's stor-er-ooms. To be inc luded in this set 
of stock number-s, the item must exper-ience two or- mor-e demands 
within a six month per-iod . A demand is defined as a r-equest 
for- a par-ticular item, r-egardless of the quantity r-equested. 
After a stock number experiences two or more demands wi t h in a 
six month per-iod, it is designated for Selected Item 
Management (SIM). Thr-ough this process, mater-ial which may 
not have a computed allowance quantity can be stocked in the 
ship's stor-er-ooms . The total stock number-s qualifying for- SIM 
onboar-d a ship is known as the SIM battery . 
When a ship enter-s over-haul, her- material is 
offloaded to the ILO site, and the inventories begin. S1M 
material is initially consider-ed to be excess mater-ial. Each 
individual ship has the option of detennining whether their 
S1M battery will be backloaded at the end of the overhaul 
after- all other- 1LO functions have been completed. However-, 
it is the policy of Inger-solI's type commander- (Commander-, 
Naval Sur-face For-ces Pacific) that the only portion of the SIM 
battery which will be backloaded to the ship are 1:hose stock 
number- which computed for- an allowance quantity greater- than 
zero. [Re f . 25] These factors contribute significantly to the 
size of the excess candidates lis ting. 
(2) Components of the Listing 
The Navy's cost savings model pr-ojected 4,517 
excess MODFLS1P SRI with a value of $2,583,368 . To analyze 
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the excess candidates listing against this goal, the MODFLSIP 
computed COSAL was co~ared against the excess candidates 
listing. Three components of the MODFLSIP computed COSAL were 
identified---.S FLSIP SRI, common .SF+ addbacks, and unique 
MODFLSIP SRI. Results of the analysis uncovered one 
additional component contained' on the excess candidates 
listing---excess material with .SF+ or MODFLSIP 
application. 
Of the 9,238 SRI on the excess candidates 
listing, 5,131 SRI matched those which computed for MODFLSIP 
allowance quantities, with a dollar value of $3,894,163. Of 
these total matches, 1,989 SRI computed for .5 FLSIP 
allowances, with a dollar value of $601.507. and 40 SRI 
computed for common .SF+ addbacks, with a dollar value of 
$35,881; 3,102 SRI with a dollar value of $3,256,775 were 
unique MODFLSIP SRI. Table VII summarizes these results. 
TABLE VII. PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL EXCESSES 
Excess candidates cost Savings HoO.el 
SRI Qty $ Value SRI Qty $ Value 
1,989 $601,506 0 
Common .5F+ Addtli!l.cks 35.881 
Unique MODFLSIP SRI 3.102 3.256.775 4.517 52.583.368 
Excess wi th no .5F+ or 
MODFLSIP application 4,107 314,380 
Total Excess 9.238 $4.208,542 4,517 52,583,368 
Note: If the cost savings model projections 
are correct, the excess candidates listing should include 
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4,517 items of unique MODFLSIP SRI and no additional excess 
items. 
As presented in Table VII. the unique MODFLSIP 
SRI is 1,415 SRI below that projected. but the dollar value of 
this material is $673,407 greater than expected. Once again, 
the importance of associating the particular SRI with its 
dollar value is apparent. Further explanation for these 
results will be discussed in the next chapter. 
This chapter has interpreted and compared 
Ingersoll's actual inventory conversion data with that 
projected using the Navy's cost savings model. The results of 
the analysis have opened the proverb-ial can of worms. 
Explanations for deviations from expected results. conclusions 
regarding the accuracy of the Navy's cost savings model, and 
recommendations for further research in this area will be 
provided in the next chapter. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The previous chapter compared Ingersoll's actual 
conversion data with that projected by the Navy's cost savings 
model. The variations between actual and projected savings 
are clear; however, explanations for these variations must be 
explored. This chapter will provide the explanations as well 
as recommended modifications to the Navy's cost savings model 
to compensate for the variations most likely to recur in 
future conversions. The chapter will conclude with 
recommended areas for further research. 
A. MAJOR ISSUES 
This section will address the three significant issues 
revealed by the data interpretation presented in Chapter IV. 
1. Carried unique .SF+ addback SRI. The potential for 
un~que .SF+ addbacks to be carried in the ship's 
storerooms. 
2. Not carried .5 FL$IP and common .5"'+ addback SRI. The 
potential for .5 FLSI? and common .5F+ addbacks to be 
not carried or other-wise NRFI and meet the criterion to 
generate Ni'.VSE.Zo. TOB requisitions. 
3. Reappl i cation of Excess Candidates. The potential for 
excess candidates to be returned to supply system stocks 
and satisfy other system requirements. 
These will be addressed in turn, in the subsections 
which follow. 
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1. Carried Unique .SF+ Addbacks 
a. Finding 
The Navy's cost savings model treats the dollar 
value of the .SF+ unique addback material as a cost. Based 
upon requirements registered in the 3M and CASREP databases, 
a cost of $182,243 was expected to support new allowances for 
material necessary to preserve Ingersoll's level of 
effectiveness under MODFLSIP. Of this amount, $115,879 or 
63 6% of the expected dollar value cost was already onboard. 
b. Explanation 
An explanation for this result can be found in the 
procedures for designating an item for Selected Item 
Management {SIM}. As previously discussed, an item which has 
experienced a frequency of demand of two or more within six 
months is designated for SIM. If the material does 
compute for an allowance quantity and therefor e, is not 
carried (NC) , but receives two or more demands within a six 
month period, the item will be procured, stocked and managed 
as a SIM item. In addition, provisions exist for stocking an 
NC item in a minimum replacement quantity (usually one) as a 
non-S IM item when the item receives two demands within a one 
year period. [Ref. 26J 
Material which registered more than three demands 
in two years on two or more ships in the class in the CASREP 
database and material which registered more than eight demands 
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in four years on at least two ships in the class in the 3M 
database was selected to be added back to the . S FLSIP 
modelled COSAL to boost effectiveness. [Ref. 27] In the 
context of this selection criteria, it follows that a 
significant portion of the unique .SF+ (i. e. not carried 
under MODFLSIP modelling rules) addback material would have 
either met the SIM or non-SIM designation rules and therefore, 
be stocked. 
c. Recommendation 
The Navy's cost savings model needs to factor in 
the value of potential . SF+ unique addbacks already carried 
onboard. One method for arriving at a factor which accurately 
reflects this inevitability is to look at class data in the 3M 
and CASREP files on a one year basis. In other words, take 
the total number of demands for a particular item across the 
class and divide by the number of ships in the class to arrive 
at a per ship average for that particular item. If the per 
ship average across the class is two or more, assume the item 
is already carried onboard. Repeat this procedure for all 
items computing for an allowance quantity in the . SF+ unique 
addback category to obtain the dollar value expected to be 
carried. 
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2. Not Carried . S FLSIP and Common . SF+ Addbacks 
a. Finding 
In looking at the percentage of . S FLSIP and COINrlon 
. SF+ addback material that was not carried onboard Ingersoll 
as expected, the difference between the SRI and dollar value 
deficiency percentages is striking. The SRI was deficient 
4.9% while the dollar value deficiency was 25.2%. These 
deficiencies can not be attributed to lost material or failure 
to reorder. The deficiency r equisi t ions used in Chapter IV's 
ana lysi s were all NAVSEA TOB requisitions. In order for a 
requisition to qualify for financing from the NAVSEA Technical 
Operating Budget, the material must be the ship's initia l 
allowance or an increase to the ship's existing a llowance to 
support installed equipment or systems. [Ref. 28) 
To explore the possible explanations for these 
results, it is necessary to first gain an understanding of the 
circumstances which must exist for the I LO site to generate a 
deficiency requisition. The baseline for determining NAVSEA 
TOB funded deficiency requisitions is the end of overhaul 
(EOR ) database. The primary purpose of the configuration 
analysis and COSAL maintenance function conducted by the ILO 
site is to ensure that the Weapon Systems File (WSF) and the 
EOR database conform to the ship's actual EOR configuration 
(i. e. the actual equiprnents/systems installed onboard the 
ship). [Ref. 29] 
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If, for example, the ILO site identifies a piece of 
installed equipment which is not reported in the ship's 
configuration database, it will be added. Accompanying the 
equipment record, the supporting allowance parts list (APL) , 
covering all the repair parts associated with maintaining that 
equipment will also be added to the ship's configuration 
database. Those repair parts computing for an allowance 
quantity will result in NAVSEA TOB funded requisitions. The 
important point here is that the period of time the unreported 
equipment has been installed onboard the ship is irrelevant. 
The fact that the initial repair parts allowed to be carried 
in the ship's storeroom in support of maintenance and repair 
of the installed equipment have not been provided the ship is 
the determining factor in generating a NAVSEA TOB 
requisition. [Ref. 30] 
b. Exp.lanation 
With this procedure in mind, explanations for the 
extent of Ingersoll's .5 FLSIP and common .5F+ addback 
deficiency requisitions can be explored. While not 
exhaustive, two of the most probable explanations will be 
discussed here. In weighing the merit of each, the reader 
should keep in mind Ingersoll's SNSLs provided by SPCC and 
used as the basis for determining expected results of 
Ingersoll's conversion to .SF+ equate to the SOH COSALs. 
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(1) Correction of WSF Errors 
The most explanation for these 
deficiency requisitions is the identification and correction 
of WSF configuration errors. To illustrate, a new pump could 
have been installed in the ship's engine room and the 
installation is reported to the WSF . The APL should be loaded 
into the ship's database via the automated shore interface 
(ASI) process. ASI is the Navy system for transmitting ship's 
configuration and logistics support information system 
(SCLSIS) data to the ship. An adjunct to the WSF, maintenance 
of the ship's configuration and logistics support information 
(SeLS!) database automatically updates the WSF. (Ref. 31] If, 
for some reason, the report of the pump's installation is 
erroneously excluded from ASI processing, neither the 
equipment record nor APL record would be loaded in the ship's 
database. In this case, the initial requisitions for the 
pwnp would never have been generated . In addition, while the 
WSF indicated the pump was installed onboard, the ship would 
h a ve no record of it. These circwnstances would result in an 
expectation for the pwnp's allowed repair parts to be onboard, 
but they would not be. 
(2) SNAP II System Operation 
The second explanation for the .5 FLSIP and 
.51."+ addback deficiency requisitions requires an 
understanding of the Shipboard Non - Tactical ADP System (SNAP 
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II). The SNAP II system provides automated data processing 
equipment to submarines and surface ships (AE, AGF, AO, AOE, 
AOR, AVT, BB, CG, CGN, DD, DDG, FF, FFG, LCC, LKA, LPD, LSD, 
SSN, SSBN, TAR) to manage their maintenance, supply, 
financial, and administrative functions. The SNAP II system 
is made up of several subsystems, including the Supply and 
Financial Management Subsystem (SFM). A manager is assigned 
responsibility for each subsystem. Based upon the concept 
that each user of the SNAP II system should have the authori ty 
to perform a given set of functions, the subsystem manager is 
responsible, among other things, for assigning personnel the 
access necessary to perform that set of functions. [Ref. 32] 
The Supply Officer is designated as the SFM 
subsystem manager and, in this capacity, ensures data security 
and integrity of the subsystem. In assigning personnel user 
function access, the Supply Officer is able to control the 
authorized range of records and the depth of functional 
authority within the SFM subsystem. The personnel working in 
the ship's storerooms are known as supply users. In order to 
perform their required duties, there are usually three supply 
users besides the Supply Officer who have record deletion 
capability as well as the ability to update the stock record 
file. [Ref. 33] 
The stock record file contains a record for 
each stock number of COSAL material carried onboard the ship 
which includes information relative to that stock number, such 
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as allowance quantity, unit price, SIM designation, loca tion 
where the material is kept in the ship ' s storerooms and 
quantity on hand and/or on order. In addition to the material 
carried onboard, stock records are generated by the SNAP II 
system whenever they are requisitioned. Obviously, then, it 
is necessary to periodically review and delete those stock 
records which have no value Ifor example, procurement of 
material not computing for an allowance quantity without 
recurring demand) to prevent the stock record file from 
becoming enormous . [Ref. 34] 
Within in this context lies the conditions 
necessary to cause the .5 FLSIP and . 5F + addback 
deficiency requisitions. There may be a situation where a 
particular stock number has a computed allowance quantity of 
one and it is issued to a work center. Af ter the issue, the 
option exists to reorder the stock number , but reorder is not 
required. If the stock number is not placed on order 
immediately, perhaps due to budget constraints, all conditions 
necessary to delete that stock record exist . In order to 
delete a stock record, the on-hand quantity must be zero and 
there must be zero on order . [Ref. 35 ) 
There is another set o f circumstances t:hat wil l 
al low the stock record to be deleted from the SNAP II system. 
Suppose again, a stock number has a computed allowance 
quantity of one and i n conducting periodic inventories of 
storeroom material, the mat eria l can not be located . Assuming 
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all act~0n::; ;:.Ci.ke:l t.o reso~ve the ~nver.tor.:! d~ftere:1ce dre 
in:.:.:::less. the T:;: s:':5tern Ita]=- generate a ~oss Ry 
:-nV('ntory (LSI) record to accoun::. Lor the lost rnaterlal. The 
St<:AP II systen :<:eeps track of 0.11 gaics and 10sses by 
::'::lVentOIY. These llstlng aLe leqC:lred to be revlewed ond 
anr:ota::.ed, by the SUP;J]Y Cff~cer, a:1d l:etail":!ec.. for 12 
mon::.hs as part of t:'i", =-ogistlcs audit tru~l. ':'he key', 1"'.eLe, 
~ow<,;,ver, 15 tho.::: once r,BI '-las been processed and t.he on-
hond qt.:a;lti~y is zero, all condlt~ons for deletl:1g ::.1"::e s::.ock 
record are IT.et, long dS the stock num:''"Jer 1:;; r.ot 
reordered. 'P",f. 3C] 
If en"" ~:::ock recoId Cdrd of material wleh a 
cornpu'::.ed allowar::ce ,5 deleted --so 'tihat? ''''hen the lnstc.L.ed 
eq". . llprne:lt requlrlng :-r.at materlal is rev:..ewed our:":l;;- the 
cO:1figuratlon anu:"ysis a:1d COShL rnal:ltendcce fc:ncL.or., it w:"ll 
appear t.llat the i:1:"::la~ alludance quantlty of that partlC\~=-ar 
:naterial n')t beer. provlded :::r.e SI::1P because no re20rd of 
t:"1e otock recorci card ex::.sts .. ;:"3 prev::'o\~sly dlscuc.;sec, the 
:-LO will Jenerat.e c. Ni\VSEA TeB f·Jnded deficlency 
requisitlO::1. 
Itllllle it is P03s1Lle that s::.o-..:k record cal'ds 
coveri::1C) allowancc mdterlal cou=-c be 1ntcr:.:::lonal deleted, it 
10; nore probable :::rey C'ou~d!Jc unir:.;::'C::1tlo'1ally de.ie'::~d thro'.lgh 
hllI'lan Brror or var:..ous SIJ.!l,.? II processes to pl.rqe flles of 
use] RS:;; records. ;\;hll e Ni"NSE,lI. has a screen i nq process 
de:;;~g::1ec: to reVlew the va lldi ty of NAVSEJ!. TOB ::undec.. 
requisitions, the percentage of requisitions rejected because 
initial allowance quantities have been previously issued are 
not tracked . [Ref. 37) Regardless of the effectiveness of the 
NAVSEA TOB screening process, the deficiency listing used in 
this research was not purged of unauthorized requisitions. 
c. Recammenda t:i.on 
Development of a factor, to be incorporated into 
the Navy's cost savings model, to represent this explanation 
for . 5 FLSIP and corrunon .5F ... addback deficiency requisitions 
will require tracking initial conversions to see if a 
correlation exists between ship class and the percentage of 
this category of requisitions. The deviation between the SRI 
percentage and the dollar value percentage of deficiency 
requisitions may be an anomaly. Future conversions should be 
analyzed for similar deviations . 
3. Potential Reapplication of Excess Candidates 
This subsection will discuss two issues related 
material identified through the ILO process that 
potentially explain the unexpected additional 
categories (i. .5 FL$IP excesses; .5F+ addback 
excesses; and excesses with no .5F ... or MODFLSIP application) 
as well as the deviation between the MODFLSIP actual and 
projected excesses. Recal l from Table VII, while the actual 
dollar value of expected MQDFLSIP excesses exceeded the dollar 
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value projected by $673,407, actual SRI was 1,415 line items 
short of proj ections. 
a. SIM Ba ttery Issue 
The first issue revolves around how the SIM battery 
is handled during the ILO process. Recall from Chapter IV 
that material carried onboard because it qualifies for SIM is 
initially considered to be excess material until just prior to 
back loading . At Ingersoll's discretion, the portion of the 
SIM battery which computed for an allowance quantity greater 
than zero under .SF+ can be backloaded up to the quantity 
computed under SIM procedures. The contents of the SIM 
battery not back10aded to the ship accounts for some of the 
unexpected additional excess categories. The Navy's cost 
savings model disregards the contents of the SIM battery and 
the manner in which SIM material is handled during the ILO 
process in projecting excess material available to satisfy 
other system requirements. 
b. Recommendation 
In accounting for this situation in the Navy's cost 
savings model, research into the contents of the SIM battery 
of a representative sample of ships is necessary. The 
policies of the various type commanders regarding the handling 
of the SIM battery during an ILO must be reviewed and if 
inconsistent with one another, a consensus should be reached. 
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Given the consensus procedures, average SIM SRI percentages 
could be determined and eliminated from the model. 
c. Material Condition Issue 
The second issue focuses on the condition of the 
material turned in as excess. What percentage of the excess 
material is RFI? At the same time ILO identifies material as 
excess, it makes a determination of material condition and 
assigns a condition code, classifying the material as to 
readiness for issue and use. When the material is turned in 
as excess, it is screened for correct stock number, quantity, 
and other logistics data and the condition code may be 
changed. Condition code modifications are not tracked. 
Material turned in to store is categorized as accepted with or 
without granting credit to the submitting activity's type 
conunander or not accepted. Accepted, credible material is 
serviceable for its intended use and meets the dollar 
threshold (currently $20.00) for the type commander to receive 
credit. On the other end of the spectrwn, unaccepted MTIS 
submissions are forwarded to disposal. [Ref. 38] The Navy's 
cost savings model does not consider condition code changes 
once excess material is turned over to the MTIS site. Because 
condition code modifications are not tracked, the significance 
of this factor is not known. 
Historically, in Pearl Harbor, 45 to 50% of the 
material submitted for MTIS processing is not accepted and is 
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forwarded to disposal. [Ref. 39J While the most common reasons 
for non-acceptance is material obsolescence or the cognizant 
inventory control point (generally, SPCC) has no need for the 
material, these non-acceptance percentages include condition 
code modifications. 
d. Recommendation 
This issue points out the need to track material 
identified as excess by the ILO site through to its final 
disposition. Even with the SIM material that will be 
backloaded deleted from the excess candidates listing, one 
cannot determine how much of the remaining material is RFI. 
Condition code changes should be collected to determine the 
impact this issue has on the Navy's cost savings model. 
B. SUMMARY OF THE NAVY'S COST SAVINGS MODEL 
Now that Ingersoll's actual reapplication savings have 
been analyzed and deviations from projected reapplication 
savings have been explored, a comparison between Ingersoll's 
proj ected and actual net savings can be computed. Using 
SPCC's applied asset factors and surcharge rates, Table VIII 
summarizes the accuracy of the Navy's cost savings model by 
comparing projections against actual results. The column 
labelled 'Cog' refers to the cognizance symbol. The 
cognizance symbol identifies the Inventory Manager and the 
Inventory Control Point (Iep) which has logistic 
responsibility for each stock number. SPCC is the ICP for lH 
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and 7 cog material; whereas, DLA has responsibility for the 
remaining material. 
Recall that the cost savings model used applied asset 
factors and backed out surcharges for material offloaded from 
ships (refer to Appendix B); this computation occurred against 
gross reapplication savings. As indicated in Table VIII, 
gross savings are just over $250,000 short of projection and 
net savings (which assumes accurate applied asset factors and 
surcharge rates) are a mere $50,000 short of projection. It 
is important to note the actual savings are highly dependent 
upon the reapplication of the excess material to offset the $1 
million additional investment required for deficiency 
requisitions. 
TABLE VIII. ACTUAL VS. PROJECTED SAVINGS 
Excess Candidates Deficiency Requisitions Gross Savings 
$3,256,7751 $1,114,8471 $2,141,928 
$2,583,3681 $182,2431 $2,401,125 
COST SAVINGS MODEL ($M) 
Gross I I COQ 1 Coo I A~~~~~d I Applied I Surchg I A~::~S J T~~~l 
Savings I cog I Factors I spilt I Factor I 'Assets~ I Rate I Surcharge Savings 
$2.401 DLA 0.4 $0.221 1.300 $0.170 
7 ~:g ~:~: ~:~~~I ~:~~~I ~:~~~ ~:~:: $0.502 
ACTUAL RESULTS ($M) 
'I I ,I I ,Appli.d I ~I I A"""JT"'" Gross Cog Cog sset Applied Surchg Less Net Savings Cog Factors Split Factor Assets Rate Surcharge Savings 
$2.141 DLA 0.23 $0.493 0.4 $0.197 1.300 $0.152 
0.077 0.061 
7 Cog 0.235 $0.448 
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C. STANDARD OF SUPPLY SUPPORT 
In concluding the discussion of deviations between 
Ingersoll's actual conversion results and those projected, it 
is important to address one more potential explanation. If 
the supply support performance (i. e. inventory accuracy 
rates, inspection results) of a ship has been substandard, it 
would be reasonable to attribute a portion of the deficiency 
requisitions to that poor performance. The Afloat Training 
Group Pearl Harbor conducts the Logistics Management 
Assessments (LMA) on USS Ingersoll. The LMA, conducted every 
18 to 24 months, assesses all aspects of logistics support 
onboard the ship including configuration management, 
sustainability, crew support, food service, and crewmember's 
level of logistics knowledge. An adjective grade ranging from 
unsatisfactory to outstanding is assigned to each functional 
The functional area of the inspection covering 
inventory accuracy and all aspects of supply support is 
sustainability. 
In 1989, Ingersoll assessed as excellent and in 
December 1991, Ingersoll was assessed outstanding in the 
sustainability functional area. In discussing her performance 
with the leading storekeeper of the LMA team, the condition of 
Ingersoll's supply department upon entering ILO was estimated 
to be excellent, easily meeting all force goals. [Ref. 40] 
Therefore, substandard supply support is not a likely 
explanation for Ingersoll's deficiency requisitions. However, 
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if the impact of substandard supply performance on the 
quantity of deficiency requisitions is determined to be 
significant, it should be factored into the Navy's cost 
savings model. 
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Areas recommended for further research concern other 
potential costs not addressed by the cost savings model. 
1 . Warehouse Space 
An area of concern of ashore persormel involved in the 
.5F+ conversion process was sufficiency of warehouse space. 
There is currently no mechanism in place to gauge the degree 
to which warehouse space usage has increased. It is 
recormnended a methodology for quantifying this increase be 
developed. Availability of warehouse space could become 
critical, particularly in view of the recent increase in the 
rate of decormnissioning ships which many of the same shore 
facilities must handle. Warehouse space could also become an 
issue for the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 
{DRMO) , which receives all the material identified as excess 
that is not returned to the supply system. It is recommended 
that alternative methods for dealing with the volume increase 
be assessed, both quantitatively and qualitatively. 
2 . Ini>act on Weight and Moment 
While the cost savings model addresses material stock 
number and unit price, the weight and cube of the excess 
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material earmarked to be offloaded, as well as the unique 
addback material to be onloaded, is ignored. When the .SF+ 
COSAL parts are backloaded to the ship, to what extent are 
stowage modifications required and what is their impact? It 
is recommended that future research look at a sampling of 
ships' storerooms before and after conversion, compare the 
MODFLSIP weight and cube with that of .5F+, and quantify any 
required actions (e. g. additional bins, storeroom 
modifications) . 
3. Ultimate Disposition of Excess Material 
To date, material identified as excess has not been 
traced to see where it actually ends up. There is no database 
maintained Which tracks how much of the ship's excess 
candidates listing returns to the supply system to satisfy 
other requirements. without this type of information, the 
accuracy of the cost savings model cannot be verified against 
actual experience. 
Another issue which plays into the MTIS process is the 
credit policy. If there is no system need for an item 
identified as excess, the type commander may decide to 
maintain possession of the material vice turning the item over 
to disposal. The type commander's basic rationale is that the 
type command originally paid for the material and a future 
need fram another ship in the type command could arise. If 
that need can be satisfied from type commander warehouses, an 
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expenditure is avoided. The downside to this policy is the 
obsolescence and holding costs of maintaining the warehouses. 
It is recontrrlended further research be conducted to determine 
the final destination of material identified as excess during 
the .5F+ conversion process and to document the savings 
realized and costs incurred. 
4. NAVSEA Screening Process 
As previously discussed, the potential exists for an 
initial allowance of a repair part to be provided to a ship, 
but because the SRF record is erroneously deleted from the 
SNAP II database, another requisition is submitted for NAVSEA 
TOB funding. It is recommended the NAVSEA screening process 
be analyzed to determine if requisitions of this type would be 
processed or rejected. If the screening process does not 
adequately identify this type of duplicate request, 
methodologies for rectifying the situation should be developed 
and investigated. 
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App<;>ndix A: 5 FL81P Model 
UF( >.5 
US~:~ 1 >0--""----< 
Appendix B: Cost Savings Model Master Data 
Navy Ships Parts Control Center 
.5 FlSIP Plus Investment Costs 
Master Data 
1993 Salary Fringe G&A Total 
Activity/Dept Code GS/GM Base (Step 5) i11jhl ~ Cost ~ FY93 FY94 
SPCC 0572X GM-14 $64,179 $12,194 $9,627 $86,000 0.5 $43,000 $43,000 
SPCC 05723 GM-13 $54,308 $10,319 $8,146 $72,773 1.0 $72,773 $72,773 
SPCC 05723A GS-12 $45,670 $8,677 $6,851 $61,198 1.0 $61,198 $61 ,198 
SPCC 05723B GS-9 $31,493 $5,984 $4,724 $42,201 1.0 $42,201 $42,201 
SPCC 05723C GS-9 $31,493 $5,984 $4,724 $42,201 1.0 $42,201 $42,201 
spec 012f013 GS-ll $38,107 $7,240 $5,716 $51,063 0.3 $15.319 $15,319 
spec 051152153 GS-11 $38,107 $7,240 $5,716 $51,063 1.0 $51,063 $0 
spec 031 GS-12 $45,670 $8,677 $6,851 $61,198 0.3 $18,359 $18,359 
spec 0553 GS-9 $31,493 $5,984 $4,724 $42,201 0.5 $21,100 $21 ,100 
spee 0553 GS-9 $31,493 $5,984 $4,724 $42,201 1.0 $42,201 $42,201 
spec 0553 GS-11 $38,107 $7,240 $5,716 $51,063 0.5 $25,532 $25,532 
SPCC 0422 GS-12 $45,670 $8,677 $6,851 $61,198 0.6 $36,719 $36.719 
SPCC 0422 GS-12 $45,670 $8,677 $6,851 $61,198 03 $18,359 $18,359 
spee 0422 GS-13 $54,308 $10,319 $8,146 $72,773 0.2 $14,555 $14.555 
SPCC 0422 GS-12 $45,670 $8,677 $6,851 $61,198 O. $24,479 $24,479 
NAVSEAlOGCEN GS-9 $31,493 $5,984 $4.724 $42,201 0.5 $21 100 ru..J..QQ. 
$550,158 $499,095 
eSA Programming - FMSO $300,000 $0 
COSAl Programming - FMSO/Spec $500,000 $0 
DASDI Increase $100.000 $0 
MTIS (Lahar, PHS&T) $300000 $1 000 000 
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New ConslnJebon Data AAalysis 
MsslarDa\a{$M) 
5FLSIP" Esfimaled 
Esbmaled Cosio! ReduCbon SCN$ OLR OLR$ SurchargeA<o<etsLess OBOF OBOF 
Sh'PClass~.§.B.!. Facl"r~FaclorReduclJon.&!!!t ~FaClor ~ 
USS XXXXXX (MHC-W) MHC-Sl 11122195 $1.389 
"" 
$0090 $0061 
USNS Rappah~nnock(TAO_204TAO-187 11130195 $1883 26.5% $0499 $0339 
USSBanfoId{OOG-65} ~OG-51 12104195 $12260 6S% $0797 $0542 
USSXXXXXXIMHC-60} MHC·51 01122196 $1.389 65% $0090 $0061 
USSGJBEtnevllle{SSN-772) SSN-7S0 02128/96 $11989 $1870 $1272 
USS Columbia (SSN-772) SSN-750 02129:96 $11989 $1272 
USS GollZalez (00G-66) ~OG-51 03114196 $12260 $0797 $0542 
USNS Laram,e (TA0-203) TAO-la7 04105196 $1883 $0499 $0339 
USSGolo(DOG-67) ~OG-51 OSI06196 $12260 $0797 
USS Jolon C Slennos (CVN.74) CVN-68 00130196 $13188 $2967 $2018 
USSCheycnn,,(SSN_773} SSN-750 08131196 $11989 $1870 $1272 
USSThe Sullivans (ODG-68) ODG-51 iQ.Z1ll 
FY96 SCN SaVLI>g8 $12.944 
5 FLSIP + 
Esbmated COSIo! Reducbon SCN$ 
"'< DLRS 
USS XXXXXX (OOG-69) 
USS XXXXXX (ODG-70) 
USS XXXXXX (00G-71) 
USS Sat;oan (LHD-5) 



























SurchargeAssetsLess DBOF OBOF 





FY97 DBOF Savir.gs $2619 
5FLSIP+ Esbmaled 
Es~mated Cosio! RE'ducbon SCN $ DlR DLR $ SurchargeAssets Less DBOF DBOF 
ShlpClass~ 2B1 .E.l!£!!!!: ~~~ .B§!g ~ Factor ~ 
uss Bon Homme Rlc"~rd (LHD LHD-l 05/31/98 $6912 26.5% $1832 







$1630 950% ~ 
FY96DBOFSaVlngs $2504 
OPNPnlcul1llTl8lll0ffsetAnlilylis 
Muter Otta ($M) 
~ aM ill!i ill!i fX.[l ill!i ill!i IQlli. 
Estimated Toe Account $221.0 $211.0 1221.0 $190.0 $220.0 $185.0 $199.0 $1,447.0 
Sav/ngsFactor 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 3.25% 
Procul1llrflentOffset $7.1825 $6.8575 $7.1825 $6.1750 $7.1500 SS.0125 $6.4875 $47.0215 
Inflation Factor 1.035 1.078 1.107 1.145 1.184 1.224 1.266 
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$77.681 $98.179 $7~'" $56.632 $45.802 $28.248 $30.066 $411.010 
""""-
$16.233 $20.517 $1 ..... $11.834 $9.571 $5.003 $6-270 ....... 
InftalionFacta 1.035 1.078 1.107 1.145 1.184 1.224 1.266 
... - $16.801 $22.117 $17.225 $13.550 $11.332 $7.225 $7.938 $96.188 
AvaUabUily COSAL S ..... ngs Cat.gorDd by Major AaaeI: PooII 
_ .. 







......,. --~ 1993 $77.681 
DLA 0.23 517.867 0.' S7.147 1.300 $5.498 
lH 0.09 $8.991 0.' $2.796 1.270 $2.202 
DLR (7 Cog: 0.68 $52.823 0.2 $10.565 1.238 ...... _-
$16.233 
$98.179 
DLA 0.23 $22.581 0.' S9.'" 1.300 $U48 
lH 0.00 ".936 0.' $3.534 1.270 $2.783 
DLR(7COg! 0.68 $66.762 02 $13.352 1.238 =--$20.516 
$74.462 
DLA 023 $17.126 0.' $B.'" 1>" $5.270 lH 0." $6.702 OA $2.681 1.270 $2.111 
OLR (7 Cog! 0.66 .... 634 02 $10.127 1238 ~--$15.560 
1996 37 $56.632 
DLA 023 $13.025 0.' $5210 1.300 $4.008 
lH 0.'" $S.097 0.' $2.039 1..270 51.605 
DlR {7 Cog; 0.66 138.510 02 $7.702 1238 J§.m __ 
$11.834 
1997 $45.802 
DLA 023 $10.534 0.' $4.214 1.S00 $3.241 
lH 0.09 $4.122 0.' $1.649 1.270 $1.298 
DLR(7COg! 0.68 $31.145 02 $6.229 1238 W!>i __ 
$9.571 
1998 22 $28.248 
DLA 023 $6.497 0.' $2.599 1.300 11.999 
lH 0.09 $2.S42 0.' $1.017 1.270 $0,801 
OLR(7Cog: 0.88 $19.209 02 $3.842 1.238 n.12!! __ 
$5.903 
1999 $30.006 
DLA 023 $6.901 0.' $2.760 1.300 $2.123 
lH 0.09 $2.701 0.' $1.080 1.270 $0.8S1 
OLR(7Cog! 0.88 $20.404 0.2 $4.081 1.238 I>.m __ 
$6270 
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AvallabWIty COSAL 08111 
CIlmpuratton Costof ToIalSRI II ComplIIaIion Coslof Total SRI 








" $0.56611 FFG-29 
" $0.56611 FFG-lO 
" 
$O.45OJI FFG-32 
" $0.92111 FFG-3B 



















$3.16511 LST-1193 LST-1179 MODFLSIP 
U 
$3.16511 MTS-635 SSN-637 MODFLSIP 
$4.530 ~ SSN-648 SSN-631 MODFLSlP 
U 
$1.600 II SSI-f.66O SSN-631 MODFLSlP 
U 
$1.600 II SSN-678 SSN-637 MODFLSIP 
$1.600 n SSI-f.686 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
$1.60011 SSN-690 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
II 
$1.600 II SSN-694 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
$1.60011 SSN-12O SSN-668 MODFLSIP 
" 


























.... 38S $1.162 
$11.989 .,.,. 
,m" 
AV9llabilily COSAl Dal8 
computatioo Cost of Total SRI II Computatioo Cost of Total SRI 






$0.56611 FFG-45 $1.581 
II 










$0.171 II FFT_l0B4 , 
$3.769IIFFT-1D85 FF-l052 MOOFLSIP 
II 
$3.51~ II FFT_1007 FF-l0S2 MOOFl SIP 
II $3.51411 lCC-19 
II 
CGN_38 MODFlSIP $9.462 $:2.50711 
II 
CVN-68 MODFLSIP $:2.967 11 LPO-8 
II 
$3.165 11 LPO-9 
II 
$3.16511 LST-1183 LST-1179 MOOFlSIP 
II 
$3.165lllST-1184 LST_1179 MODFLSIP 
II 
$6.850 $3.165 11 MCM_:2 
II 
$6.1150 $3.16511 MCM-S 
n $6.850 $3.16511 SSN-S76 SSN-B37 MOOFLSIP 
II 
$3.1 6511 SSN-S61 SSN-637 MOOFLSIP 
II 
$3.16511 SSN-689 SSN-688 MOOFLSIP 
n $3.16511 SSN--691 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
II 
$3.16511 SSN-705 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
" 
ODG-993 MOOFLSIP $4.530 II SSN-706 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
II 
DIJG.993 MOOFLSIP $4.530 II SSN-722 SSN-688 MOOFLSIP 
II $1.581 II SSN_7S3 SSN-600 MOOFLSIP 













Avalabllily COSAL Data 
ComputatiOO CosIo! ToIalSRI II Computation Cosioi' TotaJSRI 



















$O.9Z1 II FfG-61 
























" $3.1661[ SSN-692 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
" $3.16611 SSN-700 SSN-M8 MODFLSIP 
" 
$3.16511 SSN-703 SSN-688 MODfLSIP 
" $3.16511 SSN·756 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
" 
$3.16511 SSN-757 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
" 
11 SSN-760 SSN-688 MOOfLSIP 
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Availability COSAL Date 
Computation Coolof TotalSRI II CQrrp.JtaIion Cootof TQIaISRl 
l:!l!! ~ Method §B!..!IMl~CostSaving&lI!::!Y!! ~ Method !iBI..!WI~~ 















$0.92111 LST-1197 LST-1179 MODFlSIP 
$0.88511 MeMo1 
$OoIl0611 MCM-7 
" $0.00411 MeM-10 
$3.76911 MHC-52 
$3.51411 SSN-693 SSN-M8 MOOFLSIP 
$3.51411 SSN-694 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
" 
sum II SSN_710 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 
$3.16511 SSN_719 SSN-CSB MODFLSIP 
" $3.16511 SSN-723 SSN-688 UODFlSIP 
" 
$3.165. SSN-755 SSN-688 MODFl.S1P 
" $3.16511 SSN-761 SSN-4>B8 MODFLSIP 
" 
$1.56111 SSN-764 SSN-6S8 MOOFLSIP 
" 





















Availability COSAL Data 






LHA-1 MODFLS1P $43.912 
$2.187 
."" 
$0.3361] LPD-13 , 












$0.49911 LST-1188 LST-1179 MOOFLSIP $2.161 
" 
$0.88511 LST-1189 LST-1179 MOOFLSIP $2.161 
" 















$3.16511 SSN.e95 SSN-688 MOOFLSIP $4.386 
" 
$4.530 II SSN-696 SSN-6B8 MOOFLSIP $4.386 
" $1.63211 SSN-SOO SSN-688 MOOFLSIP $4.386 
" 
$1.8C611 SSN-751 SSN-6B8 MOOFLSIP $11.989 
$0.43711 SSN-7S3 SSN-688 MODFLSIP 










Compu\8tioo Costol ToIaISRI II Compulalion Costo! TolaiSRI 





$0.00411 LST-1193 LST.II79 MODFLSIP $2-161 
$092111 LST_1198 LST_1179 MODFLSIP $2.161 
" 
$3.76011 MCM-12 
" $3,51411 MCMo13 
so.oooll ... o<;, 
SHiEH II MHC-58 
" 
$1.389 
SI.581 II SSN-702 SSN-688 MODFLSIP $4.386 
" 
$1.24311 SSN-752 SSN-688 MODFLSIP $11.989 
" 
$1.832 Y SSN·754 SSN-688 MODFLSIP $11.999 ,
$3.1720 SSN-768 SSN-6B8 MODFLSlP $11.989 
$0481 ~ SSN--7£9 SSN-61!8 UODHSIP 






Computation CosIo! TolaiSRI II Computation CosIo! Total SRI 
l:!l.!!! ~ YIIIIWSI §BilliMl~CosISaVing&IIl:!l.!!! ~ ~ .sBL1IMJ.~~ 
$3.474 26.5% $0.92111 D0G-52 DCG-51 MOOFLSIP $12.260 $0.797 
" 
$16.893 $3.51411 FFG-46 $1.581 




$16893 $3.51411 MHC-59 $1.389 $0.000 
" 
$16.893 $3.51411 MHC-60 $1.389 
" 
00-963 UODFlSIP $3.16511 SSN·711 SSN--SBB MODFLSIP $4.386 
" 
CDG-51 UODFLSIP $12.260 $0.79711 SSN·712 SSN-688 MOOFLSIP l!.!§2 
$30.006 
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Append:::'.;.: C: DBA2E ITI+ Programs 
EXTENSION PROGRAM 
Purpose of Program: of 
File Definitions: PT5PLUS - database file 
Field Definitions: N:IN - stock number 
SPACE (9) TO VNIIN 
o TO VALLOW_QTY 
J TO VUNIT_PRICE 
o TO VEXT_PRICE 
USE PT5PLUS 







STORE NIIN TO VNIIN 
STORE ALLOW_QTY TO VALLOW_QTY 
STORE UNIT_PRICE TO VUNIT_PRICE 
STORE EXT_PRICE TO VEXT_PRICE 
VEXT_PRICE "'- VUNIT_PRICE ,. VALLOW_QTY 





Purpose of Program: To aggregate the allowance quantities of 
like stock numbers in a database without 
compromising :.he original database. 
File Definitions: ALLREQN ~ Parent database file 
NETREQN Temporary database file 
Field Definitions: NIIN - stock number 
QTY - requisition quantity 
UNIT_PRICE - unit price associated with the 
stock number 
Temporary holding locations for data are 
indicated by a V preceding the field name. 
since field names vary depending upon the structure of the 
database file in use, they will be presented in bold letters. 
The database filename will also be presented in bold. 
SPACE (9) TO VNIIN 
o TO varr 
o TO VUNIT_PRICE 
SEr~ECT A 
USE ALLREQN 
INDEX ON NIIN TO NIINREQN 




INDEX ON NIIN TO NIINNET 
REPLACE QTY WITH VQTY 
REPLACE UNIT PRICE WITH VUNIT PRICE 
REPLACE NIIN-WITH VNIIN -
SELECT A 




STORE NIIN TO VNIIN 
STORE QTY TO V{lr':l 
STORE UNIT_PRICE TO VUNIT_PRICE 





IF NIIN '" VNIIN 
80 












REPLACE QTY WITH VQTY 
REPLACE NIIN WITH VNIIN 
REPLACE UNITJ'RICE WITH VUNIT_PRICE 
SELECT A 
ENDDO 
IF EOF () 
ENDIF 
LOOP 




Purpose of Program: To compare the quantities associated with 
like stock numbers in two databases and 
subtract the quantities in one database from 
those in another. 
File Definitions: MODFL$IP - Master database file (quantities 
will be reduced by those in the 
transaction database file) 
PTSPLUS - Transaction database file 
(quantities will not be effected) 
Field Definitions: NIIN - stock number 
ALLOW_QTY - computed allowance quantity 
UNIT_PRICE - unit price associated with the 
stock number 
Temporary holding locations for data are 
indicated by a V preceding the field name. 
Since field names vary depending upon the structure of the 
database file in use, they will be presented in bold letters. 
The database filename will also be presented in bold. 
SELECT A 
USE MODFLSIP 
INDEX ON NIIN TO NIINA 
SELECT B 
USE PTSPLUS 
INDEX ON NIIN TO NIINB 
SELECT A 
UPDATE ON NIIN FROM PT5PLUS; 



























Appendjx p. Acronyms 
Maintenance, Material, and Management 
Automated Data Processing 
Allowance Parts List 
Automated Shore Interface 
Best Replacement Factor 
Casualty Reporting 
Chief of Naval Operations 
Commanding Officer 
Cognizance Symbol 
Coordinated Shipboard Allowance Listing 
COSAL Spares Ashore 
Defense Logistics Agency 
Defense Management Report 
Defense Management Report Decision 
Department of Defense 
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office 
End of OVerhaul 
Fleet Industrial Support Center 
Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program 
Fleet Material Support Office 
Fiscal Year 
Inventory Control Point 
Integrated Logistics Overhaul 


























Modified Fleet Logistics Support Improvement 
Program 
Material Turned Into Store 
Naval Sea Systems Command 
Naval Supply Systems Command 
Not Carried 
Not Ready For Issue 
Naval Sea Logistics Center 
Officer-in-Charge 
Operating Space Item 
Plan of Action and Milestones 
Installed Population 
Quality Assurance 
Ready For Issue 
Ship's Configuration and Logistics Support 
Index 
Ship's Configuration and Logistics Support 
Information System 
Supply and Financial Management 
Selected Item Management 
Shipboard Nontactical Automated Data 
Processing Program II 
Stock Number Sequence List 
Start of Overhaul 
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 







Technical Operating Budget 
I'/eapon Systems File 
Usage Rate 
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